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Ronald David Lowe: A Man for
Council Okays City
"Negotiations" To Develop
Mercy Hospital Site---------------♦ Entering into negotiations presupposes that the public has had
an opportunity to participate in an open and competitive
process...
ship" controlling and
by Roger K. Clendening
15,000ST. PETERSBURG- developing a
On the recommendation of square-foot health care
Mayor Rick Baker, and facility on the site, follows
Dec.
28,
2001
without any competitive the
bidding, the City Council announcement by U.S.
last week authorized city Rep. C.W. Bill Young of a
staff to begin "negotia $3.75-million grant to the
tions" with Johnnie Ruth Health Center to build
Clarke Health Center and there.
It also copies nearly 19
Bayfront Health system to
write an agreement to years after Johnnie Ruth
develop the former Mercy Clarke Health Center, a
unit of parent Community'
Hospital site.
The council’s decision Health Centers of Pinellas
last Thursday was immedi Inc., won a federal health
ately challenged by Source care center grant, ostensi
of Health Inc., the grass bly earmarked for the old
roots, non-profit organiza Mercy site, but carried out,
tion which had asked over community objec
Baker last summer to con tions, at Lakeview Presby
sider its own, community- terian Church, 1310 22nd
driven plans to develop an Ave. So.
According to the reso
African-American commu
nity-owned and controlled lution adopted by council,
Health Institute on the Baker’s staff was immedi
Mercy site at 1344 22nd St. ately authorized to "enter
into negotiations with
south.
Ruth
Clarke
The council’s unani Johnnie
mous decision, which Health Center, Inc. (aka
could lead to the health C6fffmtfffliy:!HeaIth Centers
center/hospital "partner- of Pinellas, Inc.) and

Bayfront Health System,
Inc. to create an agreement
for the development of a
portion of city-owned
property commonly known
as the Mercy Hospital Site
...for purposes of provid
ing health care facilities
subject to City Council
approval."
Source of Health Inc.
"vehemently opposes" the
council’s decision, said the
organization’s president,
Dr. Carol Cobb, in a letter
read to council by its vicepresident, Maria ScruggsWeston.
The reasons cited for
that opposition include:
Entering into negotiations
with the partnership of
JRC/Bayfront presupposes
that the public has had an
opportunity to participate
in an open and competitive
process, and that adminis
tration has received and
scored proposals based on
Please see Council on
Pg- 6

Business Innovator Of The Year
To Keynote Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr. Leadership Awards
Breakfast ______ _________ _
by Dianne Speights
ST. PETERSBURG The
St.
Petersburg
Metropolitan Section of
NCNW in partnership with
The Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr. Commemorative
Commission is finalizing
plans for the 16th Annual
Leadership Awards Break
fast to be held on Monday,
January 21st, 7:30 a.m. at
the St. Petersburg Coli
seum, 535 Fourth Avenue
North. Doors open at 7 a.m.
This year’s keynote
speaker, Barbara Manzi, is
founder and CEO of Manzi
Metals, Inc., in Brooks
ville, FL., a $4.3 million
metal distributor to the
aerospace industry and the
U.S.
Department
of
Defense.
Manzi Metals is the
only black woman-owned
company in the United
States that owns and con
trols it’s own distribution
center With a IS09002
Certification, which guar
antees a company’s quality
assurance. She has con
tracts
with Lockheed
Martin Corp., Gulf Stream,
and Boeing Defense.
Manzi has received
many awards for her efforts
and hard work: 1995
Lockheed
Martin
as
“Woman Owned Business
of the Year”, Tampa
Business Journal, Greater
Hernando Chamber of

© 2001 The Nation Company, L.P. (Used by
Permission)

Staff Correspondent
ST. PETERSBURG What can we say about
Ronald David Lowe, or
“Ron,” as many people
called him. We know that
he was a musician, an intel
lectual, a writer, a friend to
anyone in need, a brilliant
political strategist, a civil
rights warrior, and a
beloved figure' in the comrtiunity and in his family.
We learned all that from his
committed years to right
ing the wrongs found, not
only in St. Petersburg especially in the black
community - but around
the state.
Lowe,
59,
died
Thursday, December 27,
2001 at Northside Hospital
and Heart Institute. But his
presence was felt at a
memorial service held
January 2) 2002 at A Life
Tribute Funeral Care, adja
cent to Anderson-McQueen Funeral Home,
where those, reflecting on
his life, called him a

“hero”. One black woman
told how Ron mentored her
children and teenagers; a
father told how Ron
babysat the siblings of his
ailing son, who had to trav
el with his parents to
Bethesda, MD., to receive
cancer treatments; a long
time friend told how he
participated and sometimes
led marches against the
War in Vietnam, and
fought for other Civil
Rights Issues; and still
another told how Low e and
his constant friend, Lonnie
Donaldson, led him on to
victory in the political
arena.
’Sandy Simmons, his
companion of 39 years, sat
quietly listening and obvi
ously appreciating the sto
ries about Lowe. He is also
survived by his brothers
Nick and Charles, several
nephews and a niece.
Those attending Lowe’s
memorial service learned
that this man of peace was
born into a pioneering fam-

ily in Pinellas County. And
that he influenced many
lives, through his music
and his activism. A recent
St. Petersburg Times article
told how he helped break
the unofficial entertain
ment color barrier on the
beaches. That’s where
Ronnie Lowe and the
Dominoes, a raciallymixed group, played in
1962. This band was the
first to perform for an inte
grated audience at the
Peppermint Lounge on
Madeira Beach. Another
Times story also told of his
excellent writing skills
when he did book reviews.
But'it is iii lhe political
arena, that he has also left a
lasting legacy. Working
along with his dear friend,
Donaldson, Lowe helped
to put African-Americans
in public office. His work
goes back as far as the late
Atty. Morris Milton, who
worked tirelessly to get
Please see Lowe on pg.
6

♦ African-American women are affected at a ratio of 3:1 of
any other ethnicity.

Barbara Manzi - Business Innovator
Individual tickets or
tables for 10, may be pur
chased through Wednes
day, January 16th, at the
following locations: The
Weekly Challenger or
Deanie K. Beauty Salon,
2500 Dr. MLK Street
South; Resource Center for
Women at Enoch D. Davis
Center, 1111 18th Avenue
South; Lou Brown Realty,
2900 18th Avenue South or
by calling the following
NCNW members: Joanne
Rainey, Chair, 866-2589;
Dianne Speights, Co-chair,
866-6621; or Mary Clowers, NCNW President, 8643568. Limited tickets can
also be purchased at the
door after 7:15 a.m.

WE BELIEVE
IN PEOPLE

Presrt Std
U.S. Postage
PAID
Permit #2271
St. Petersburg, FL

For A Voting Rights
Amendment:
Part 2 Of 3 ---------------

Sex, Lies & The Truth About
Uterine Fibroids______ _________

Commerce, “Business of
Distinction Award” and
Lymphoma Society, “Man
and Women of the Year”.
Manzi is a member of
Aerospace Industries Asso
ciation, Hernando County
Chamber of Commerce,
Hernando County Business
& Professional Women/USA, Association of Wo
men in the Melal Industries
and Toastmaster Interna
tional.
She has been featured in
many magazines and news
papers to include: Minority
Business
Entrepreneur,
Metal Center News, Tube
and Pipe Journal, USA
Today, The St. Petersburg
Times, and is recognized as
Black Enterprise Business
Innovator of the Year 2001.

322-2777
3110 - 1st Ave N.,
Suite 5W, St. Pete

ST. PETERSBURG African-American women
experience symptomatic
uterine fibroids requiring
treatment at a 3:1 ratio of
any other ethnicity, Of the
600,000 plus hysterec
tomies annually in the
U.S., the majority are per
formed on African-Ameri
can women. Heart disease
is solidly connected to
menopause - including sur
gical menopause as it
occurs with hysterectomy.
African-American women
comprise the highest death
statistics in this nation
among those dying of heart
disease which is the num
ber 1 killer of all women in
the U.S.
One in four women will
experience, if they haven’t
already, mild to debilitating
symptomatic uterine fi
broids in their lifetime.

"N..
Fibroids can disrupt a
woman’s fertility, selfimage, careers and intimate
relationships. Better diag
nostics and uterine-sparing
treatment options are avail
able
although
many
women
remain
unin
formed.
Carla Dionne, Execu
tive Director of the
National Uterine Fibroids
Foundation and author,
“Sex, Lies & The Truth
About Uterine Fibroids”
will discuss “Uterine
Fibroids
and
Current
Treatment Options” at the
St.
Petersburg
Main
Library, Thursday, January
17, 2002 from 11 a.m. - 1
p.m., the Largo Library
from 6:30 - 8:30 p.m. and
on Friday, January 18th at
the John F. Germany
Public Library Auditorium,
900 N.~ Ashley Drive,

Tampa from 11 a.m. to
12:30 p.m. The public is
invited to attend this event.
Carla Dionne success
fully battled the disease
without undergoing hys
terectomy and has dealt
with this issue while learn
ing a great deal in the
process. After writing
“Sex, Lies & The Truth
About Uterine Fibroids,”
she received overwhelming
attention through her web
site and chat room dedicat
ed to uterine fibroids - a
unique place where women
go to offer and obtain
advice and support.
,A significant women’s
health
issue,
uterine
fibroids impact numerous
women in their lifetime
from
distressing
to
absolutely
debilitating
Please see Fibroids on
Pg-9

WELCOME! NEW ADVERTISERS
The Weekly Challenger welcomes the following

new retail advertiser:

The National Uterine Fibroids Foundation
Located on page 9
The Weekly Challenger appreciates the fact that retail advertisers spend their precious dollars with
us. It is a privilege to offer their services to our readers. And we hope that as readers, you patronize
their businesses since they are investing in a product that is targeted specifically to our communities.
As an added bonus to advertisers who put their trust in the power of The Weekly Challenger, we
want to call attention to them as they begin to appear in our paper.
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Special Report
by JESSE JACKSON JR.
All
true electoral
reformers are saddened,
frustrated and discouraged
that virtually no progress in
changing the system has
occurred.
Prior
to
September 11, blame was
placed on voter apathy—no
one was interested in
engaging in the dull
process of fixing "election
mechanics." Now election
reformers believe such
potential change has been
buried beneath the World
Trade Center—that both the
twin towers and voting
reform have been brought
down by terrorists. But this
is not the true source of the
inaction.
The fundamental problenT with. proposals jfek
electoral reform is totally
unrelated to November 7,
2000, or September ll,
2001. Every independent
study, Congressional hear
ing and good legislative
election reform proposal I
have seen—including those
from liberals and progres
sives, which I support and
am a co-sponsor—is pre
mised on the Tenth
Amendment. The reason
they will fail to solve our
fundamental voting prob
lem, even if they succeed
legislatively, is because of
their underlying ideologi
cal assumption-that voting
is a state function, not a
universal human or federal
right.
Therefore, even if
Congress passes legislation
establishing national stan
dards for voting technolo
gies and procedures, and
adequately funds them, no
state is under a constitu
tional obligation to adopt
the changes or accept the
funds. Based on the Tenth
Amendment, states can
still reject reforms and con
tinue down the current
state-centered
election
path.
Many state political
parties, both Democratic
and Republican, see the
current system as working
in their self-interest. But
which system makes the
most sense for the public's

INDEX

interest? One modem elec
toral system with consis
tent national standards? Or
a bureaucracy of fifty state,
3,067 county and thou
sands of municipal election
systems and standards—all
separate and unequal?
Every sound idea for
improving or rationalizing
our voting processes and
infrastructure--using
sophisticated and national
ly consistent ATM-style
machines in every precinct
in America; making sure
all votes are tabulated and
included, establishing an
official vote total before a
presidential winner can be
declared; eliminating or
reforming the Electoral
College so that the people's
popular vote elects elec
tors, not a potentially arbi
trary vote in a state legisla
ture, which, under current
constitutional law, can
ignore the people's vote (as
the Florida legislature was
prepared to do in 2000);
the federal government
picking up the tab for a
unified rational national
election system—will be
stymied because of the ide
ologically driven concerns
and states' rights limita
tions
of
the
Tenth
Amendment.
Thus, federal legisla
tion
around
electoral
reform (or healthcare, edu
cation, housing or equal
rights) will always be sub
ject to the limitations of
states' rights, local control
and privatization. Some
states will voluntarily
reform and some will not.
Contrary to the American
people's desire, Congress
man Tom DeLay used this
same ideological orienta
tion of states' rights, local
control and privatization to
fight the federal takeover
of airline security.
This
constitutional
view finds its origins in the
Democratic Party's ideo
logical founder, Thomas
Jefferson.
Jeffersonian
democracy is based on lim
ited government, states'
rights, local control, volun
teerism and privatization.
Please see Voting on
Pg- 14
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Ode To The Postal Workers
by Bernice Powell Jackson
First, a disclaimer. I am not objective about postal
workers. My father \vas a postal worker, and when he
died nearly half a century ago he was in charge of the
State Department’s post office. Many of my uncles and
cousins have worked for the Post Office and one of my
cousins is still a letter carrier in the Washington, D.C.
area.
Because of these family connections, I know first
hand how important the Postal Service is to our nation
and I also know how important it has been to the African
American community in particular. Indeed, during my
father’s time there were many black men and women
who worked in the post office while going to law school,
divinity school or medical school. It was a job which had
some flexibility in its hours, had good pay, benefits, and
most importantly for them, it hired black people.
So, the recent events with the anthrax going through
the mail have hit home with me. And I understand the
anger expressed by many postal workers in the
Washington area as two of their co-workers died from
inhalation anthrax. They were especially angry when
they learned that the dogs of the Capitol police had been
given Cipro for anthrax, while the human beings of the
U.S. Postal Service had not even been tested for the
dreaded disease. Only belatedly did the postal workers
receive the tests and medication. Too late for two men
and their families.
Did class play a role for the blue-collar postal work
ers who only received medication after two of them died?
To my brothers and sisters in the U.S. Postal Servicethank you! Thank you for continuing to deliver the mail
during the most frightening of times. Thanks for being
the heroes and sheroes you are. May God bless you all!

y

Predictions For 2002
by Lou Frey. Jr,
The easy part of the
war on terrorism is over, ln
fighting the Taliban, we
had an identifiable target in
a defined geographic area.
We were able to use the full
measure of U.S. military
forces to bring a quick end
to the conflict. The Presi
dent was able to put a coali
tion together of various
nations including those
from the. Arab/Muslim
world. The next steps in the
war on terrorism will be
more difficult because we
are looking for small
groups of people scattered
throughout the world. We
will probably take military
action in several small na
tions such as Somalia. We
will go much slower with
Iraq. Many nations in the
coalition have strong trade
relations with Iraq, includ-

ing Russia. President Putin
indicated that he does not
think any increased United
States military activity in
Iraq is justified.
Several
continuing
problems have gotten
worse, including the con
flict between India and
Pakistan and between the
PLO and Israel. It will take
all of President Bush’s
leadership abilities to con
tinue America’s war on ter
rorism without the coali
tion blowing up and the
United States being forced
to go it alone. My guess is
that Iraq will escape a full
blown attack by the United
States unless Sadaam Hus
sein is caught with his hand
in the production of wea
pons of mass destruction.
The war against terrorism
will slow down during the
second part of the year,

with many American victo
ries being the kind that are
not reported to the public.
President Bush’s determi
nation will continue to be
strong as will the determi
nation of the American
people. It has been sixty
years since Pearl Harbor
and we haven’t forgotten.
We will not forget Sep
tember 11th and the strong
support from the public for
the President’s military
efforts will continue.
On the domestic side of
the agenda, the economy
will begin to recover. It will
be a slow recovery but one
that will continue for sever
al years. The Congress will
continue to battle over the
economic stimulus package
which will die because
many in Congress perceive
that it is not needed and
don’t want to add to the

deficit. Partisanship on
domestic issues will in
crease as both parties seek
a political advantage for
the 2002 elections. The
Democrats will increase
their numbers in the Senate
and end up with a 54 to 46
margin. The House again
will be a battleground, but
Republican gains through
reapportionment in most of
the Sunbelt will offset the
losses in California. Re
publicans will maintain
control of the House by an
extremely narrow margin.
Within the House it
self, the big fight will be
for the number two posi
tion in the Republican
party. Tom Delay (R-Tx),
who now has the number
three position as the Re
publican whip, has the
early advantage. If Delay
becomes the majority lead-

er, it will be more difficult
for the Bush administration
to work with the House
Republicans than in 2001.
Delay is an extremely artic
ulate, effective conserva
tive. He knows how to
count votes, to rally conser
vatives, and keep the con
servatives in the House
moving as a united front.
The President will be
forced to give in more fre
quently to the right wing of
the Republican party than
in 2001 and have a harder
time seeking accommoda
tion with the Democrats in
the Senate and with the
more moderate Republi
cans in the Congress. The
President will not be as
successful on the domestic
side as he will be interna
tionally. However, the
President will continue to
push for aid for the ailing

economy. His success
internationally and his
efforts domestically will
keep his approval rating at
over 60%.
The $64 million ques
tion is “Will another major
shoe drop? And if so,
where and when?” After
September 11th, we are all
living in times that are nor
mal, but it’s a different nor
mal. In some ways, we
expect the worst but pray
for the best. Over all, 2002
will be a year of slow but
steady progress, both inter
nationally and domestical
ly. We are a tougher people
than we were before
September 11, 2001. It’s a
good thing, because we
need it to survive.

Happy
2002!!!

In The Spirit Of King - A Time To Break Silence
On The “War Against Terrorism” —-------------- ——
by Ron Daniels
January 15th will be
the birthday of Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr. followed
by the national MLK
Holiday celebration on
January 21st. It is one of
the great triumphs of the
civil rights community and
the Congressional Black
Caucus that the United
States of America pauses
each year to commemorate
and celebrate the life of one
of the most profound
prophets, teachers and
leaders in the history df this
nation, a non-violent war
rior whose vision, audacity
and courage inspired Black
people in the South and
their allies across this
nation to shatter the walls
of apartheid. Beyond the
heroic struggle against U.S.

style apartheid, Martin
Luther King also fought for
the equitable inclusion of
Africans in America in the
political process and this
nation’s economy. Indeed,
at the time of his death,
having achieved a momen
tous victory with the his
toric Voting Rights Act of
1965, King was preparing
to launch a Poor People’s
Campaign to press for the
enactment of an Economic
Bill of Rights that would
guarantee a minimum stan
dard of living for all
Americans.
Perhaps
his
most
visionary and audacious
act, however, was his oppo
sition to the war in Viet
Nam. While other leaders
in the civil rights commu
nity maintained a calculat-

ed silence on this contro
versial and contentious
subject, Martin Luther
King broke ranks and
openly voiced his opposi
tion to the war as an
immoral misadventure and
drain of national resources
desperately needed to win
the “war on poverty” at
home. On April 4, 1967;
exactly one year before he
was cut down by an assas
sin’s bullets in Memphis,
Dr. King mounted the podi
um at the historic Riverside
Church in New York to
deliver the most coura
geous speech of his illustri
ous career, Beyond Viet
Nam: A Time to Break
Silence. In the speech, he
exposed America as a
nation that perpetually
placed property rights and

profit above the interests of
human beings at home and
abroad. He denounced
America’s willingness to
use violence to advance the
interests of business and
corporations abroad and
suggested that this nation’s
“morbid fear of commu
nism” was an incumbrance
to formulating national
policies which would erad
icate hunger, poverty, dis
ease and illiteracy among
the masses of people in the
United States and the
world. And, in perhaps his
most revolutionary pro
nouncement, King pro
claimed that “true compas
sion is more than flinging a
coin at a beggar, it comes to
understand that the edifice
that produces beggars
needs restructuring.”

As the Martin Luther
King Holiday approaches, I
feel that it is imperative to
recount
this
history
because it should be
instructive to Africans in
America, progressives and
people of good will at this
critical and dangerous
moment in this nation’s
history. In response to the
horrific
and
uncon
scionable terrorist attack of
September
11,
2001, ’
George W. Bush, Aschroft,
Powell, Rice and company
have launched a “war
against terrorism” which
threatens to seriously erode
our civil liberties and deprioritize the unfinished
civil rights/human rights
agenda in this country.
In the spirit of Martin
Luther King, it is time to

break silence on the “war
against terrorism” being
promulgated by George
Bush and company. As we
remember Dr.
Martin
Luther King this year, it is
time to emulate his exam
ple by breaking silence on a
war ^against terrorism
which is ill conceived, dan
gerous and destined to fail
in its stated objective. In
the spirit of King, we must
articulate a vision of a more
just’&nd humane society
and world as the corrective
to injustice, hatred and ter
ror on this planet.

Let
Freedom

Ring!

Making Relevant Resolutions For The
New Year------------------------------- ——
by Ron Daniels
It’s that time again. A
new year is upon us.
Customarily during this
season people begin to
think about making new
year’s resolutions, general
ly commitments to self
improvements like losing
weight, giving up smoking
or alcohol, laudable things
that will make one’s per
sonal existence better. All
too often, however, our
resolve falters and the
promises we make to our
selves go unkept. Resolu
tions unkept in one year
become the basis for a re
newal of commitment the
next - a useful process with
no harm done perhaps ex
cept to our individual
selves.
While resolutions about personal development/improvement
are
commendable, as 2002 un
veils, I would like for us to
think in terms of commit
ments, both individual and
collective, that will im
prove the welfare of Afri
can people as in America
and the world as a whole,
relevant resolutions that
have the potential to trans
form our condition as a
people. In that regard, one

of the most important reso of people in this country
lutions that Africans in and the world.
America can make is to
Far from abandoning
preserve and intensify the or delaying our quest for
spirit of righteous and re justice, Africans in Amer
lentless resistance to tyran ica must resolve to intensi
ny and oppression. This is a fy the struggle for a more
crucial priority, particularly just and humane society
in the face of global “war and world in 2002. Black
against terrorism” led by folks must be at the very
George Bush and company forefront of the struggle to
that threatens to erode civil beat back the right wing,
liberties and forestall prog reactionary tide spearhead
ress on civil rights/human ed by George W. Bush and
rights in this nation. While his conservative cohorts.
we are most assuredly 2002 is a crucial election
opposed to “terrorism,” year, and we must muster
Africans in America must the resolve to assist the
not be seduced by a shal Congressional Black Cau
low pseudo patriotism into cus to achieve greater
sacrificing our civil liber power by winhing a
ties and deprioritizing our Democratic majority in the
agenda for social, econom House of Representatives.
ic and racial justice in the While I have my share of
interest of “national securi problems with the Demo
ty.” Indeed, we are they, the crats, it is tactically to our
sons and daughters of advantage to stem the con
Africa in America who servative tide by position
must articulate an authentic ing key members of the
vision of righteousness, Congressional
Black
compassion, equality, dig Caucus like John Conyers,
nity and justice as the most Maxine Waters, Cynthia
important deterrents to ter McKinney, Shiela Jackson
rorism. We are they who Lee and Jesse Jackson, Jr.
must condemn the social as chairpersons of impor
and economic policies of tant committees and sub
this nation that reek havoc, committees. We must re
turmoil, injustice and terror solve to march on ballot
on millions upon millions boxes to promote and de

A

fend our interests.
Next, and of no less
significance, we must re
solve to harness our eco
nomic power to foster in
ternal development and
capacity building in the
Black community. We must
not beg others to do for us
what we can do for our
selves. We must come to
see the 700-800 billion dol
lars of income that annual
ly flows through the Na
tional Black Community as
an enormous resource for
internal development - the
development of Black busi
nesses, economic infra
structure and a source of
nourishment for indepen
dent Black cultural, educa
tional, social, economic
and political institutions.
Black economic power
must also be used as a lever
and weapon to discipline
multinational corporations
and business interests ex
ternal to the Black commu
nity that depend on Black
dollars. We must resolve
that we will not spend
Black dollars without a re
spectful, fair and equitable
return for our investment.
Black dollars must equal
Black employment, adver
tisement with Black owned

media and investments in
the form of substantial
charitable contributions to
Black organizations and
institution^ engaged in
developmental work in the
Black community. We need
to target at least one major
corporation for an econom
ic sactions campaign in
2002 to flex our economic
muscle in the interest of
Black advancement.
Africans in America
should resolve that 2002
will be a significant year in
thfc struggle to win repara
tions. We must resolve to
push for the creation of a
united front to massively
educate, mobilize and orga
nize Black people to fight
for reparations. In this
regard, there is no more im
portant task than to support
the Millions for Repara
tions March in Washington,
D.C., August 17, the birth
day of the Honorable
Marcus Garvey. It’s time to
take the battle for repara
tions to the streets!
However, none of these
relevant resolutions will be
feasible unless we resolve
first and foremost to be “of
the race and for the race.”
This requires a serious and
ongoing commitment to

racial re-affirmation and
reconstruction. We must
have a positive sense of self
and a deep and abiding love
for people of African
descent rooted in our
understanding of the histo
ry and culture of our peo
ple. As Dr. Maulana
Karenga has consistently
asserted, “the key crisis in
Black life is the cultural
crisis.” If we cannot win
the battle for the hearts and
minds of our people and an
allegiance/commitment to
the struggle for liberation,
then all else will ultimately
fail. Out of our individual
and collective self-aware
ness and consciousness
must flow a commitment to
reconstruct our communi
ties. We must resolve to be
“of the race and for the
race,” to be righteous revo
lutionaries committed to
the tasks of resisting opression and radically trans
forming our attitude and
behavior to build a more
just and humane people,
nation and world! In 2002,
let us resolve to make rele
vant resolutions to push us
further along the road to
liberation!
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TAMPA BAY AREA NEWS
Attorney Escarraz To Speak At
AAVREC’s Meeting-------------------ST. PETERSBURG Vyrle Davis, Chairperson
of The African-Americans
Voters Education and
Research
Committee
announced
that local
Attorney
Enrique
Escarraz, III, will be the
featured speaker at the
next regularly scheduled
meeting of the organiza

Pinellas County School
Board.
The speaker will dis
cuss the status of the case
and take questions from
the audience. President
Davis said the general pub
lic is welcome to attend the
meeting.

tion. The meeting will be
at the Enoch Dav is Center
on Saturday, January 12,
2002 at 10 a.m.
Attorney Escarraz is
the lead attorney for the
NAACP Legal Defense
Fund. He succeeded the
late
Attorney
James
Sanderlin who was the ini
tial attorney against the

Parallel Lives----------------------------CLEARWATER - The
Florida
Humanities
Council invites you to a
Reading and Conversation
with Beverly Coyle and
Bill Maxwell.
Writers Bill Maxwell
and Beverly Coyle grew
up in the 1950s. But while
they were raised in towns
only a few miles apart,
they lived in the parallel
universe that was the

South, a universe that kept
blacks and whites in sepa
rate worlds.
Come hear their stories
and join in a discussion
with these noted Florida
writers.
Parallel
Lives
Clearwater,
Saturday,
January 19, 3:30 p.m.,
Unitarian Universalists of
Clearwater, 2470 Nursery
Road. Light Supper fol

lowing
the
Program.
Reservations Required,
Child Care Available.
For more information
call: (727) 531-7704.
Free and open to the
public. Funded in part by
the State of Florida,
Department of State,
Division
of Cultural
Affairs.

Micro Business USA—----------- —

St. Petersburg Masonic
Lodge #109 P.H.A. 109th
Anniversary Celebration
ST. PETERSBURG St. Petersburg Masonic
Lodge #109 celebrates the
history of their lodge with
a banquet at their masonic
hall. Worshipful Master
Eddie Pringle and mem
bers invite the public to
attend this gala affair.
Watson Haynes is
Master of Ceremonies and
the guest speaker will be
St.
Petersburg
City
Council Woman Chair,
Ms. Rene Flowers.
The program will be
dedicated to deceased Past
Master, Charlie Byrd
(1940-1999).
Proceeds
from the banquet will aid
charitable programs.
The
Anniversary

Charlie Byrd
Banquet will be held
Saturday, January 12, 2002
at 6:30 p.m. at the St.
Petersburg Masonic Hall,
3130 18th Avenue South,
St. Petersburg, FL.
For more information
call or see any member of
St. Petersburg Lodge #109
or call (727) 866-6334 or
867-1612.

Weed and Seed Grant
Applications Available
ST. PETERSBURG The City of St. Petersburg
Weed and Seed Program
grant applications are
available as of January' 9,
2002. Applications may be
picked up from the Enoch
Davis Center, 1111 18th
Avenue South, James B.
Sanderlin Family Service
Center, 2335 22nd Avenue
South, and Weed and Seed
Office at the James B.
Sanderlin Center, Suite 6.
There will be an infor
mation session on the grant

Center, 1045 16th Street
South (behind Bethel
Community
Baptist
Chutch), from 9:00 to
11:00 a.m.
This grant program was
established to provide
resources to implement
projects that can enhance
existing programs or ser
vices
and/or
provide
“seed” money for commu
nity based efforts.
For additional informa
tion, call Janis Ford, Weed
and Seed Coordinator at
(727) 893-9841 or Patricia

ST. PETERSBURG
Loan disbursement checks
are presented to MicroBusiness, USA clients on
the 10th of each month. In
the photo at left, Diane

ham, Diane’s Executive
Assistant, and Pat Denney,
the St. Petersburg center
manager
for
MicroBusiness, USA participat
ed in the check presenta

loans without credit or col
lateral
from
MicroBusiness, USA.
. Free
information
meetings are held at 6:30
p.m.
every
Monday,

S-ii v erman, Executive Di

tion,^

Tuesday and Wednesday at

Japu^try., 19, 2002 at, the

Davis,

rector-of Micro-Business,'
USA
presents
Carla
Crum’s loan check. In
photo at right, Toria Ford-

All low-to-moderate
income St. Petersburg resi
dents are eligible tozapply
for business training and

the
Small
B^iness
Development
Center,
located at 1045 16th Street
South.

Business'

(727) 547-5646.

application

process

on

Development

Grants

Chair

at

Uhuru’s First Annual President’s
Meeting-------- ------------------------------ST. PETERSBURG The International People’s
Democratic
Uhuru
Movement
(INPDUM)
will be hosting the First
Annual
INPDUM
President’s Meeting on
Saturday, January 12,
2002.
INPDUM’s presidents
from across the U.S. will

ST. PETERSBURG Nan Colton, Performing
Artist in Residence at the
Museum of Fine Arts, in
St. Petersburg, will be the
third presenter for the Race
Relation Series at the
Poynter Institute for Media
Studies on January 15, 801
Third Street So. Ms.
Colton, bom and educated
in South Africa, will speak
about “Bridge Building”.
The program, which
will run from 7-9 p.m., is
the third in a six part series
designed to provoke deep
er, more productive con
versations about race rela
tions in the community.
Ms. Colton’s work in
cludes researching, writ

ing, and directing theatri
cal productions, lectures
and workshops. Her pas
sion for depicting the work
of artists such as her
recent, “Tribute to Jacob
Lawrence” has made her a
popular figure at the muse
um. Lawrence connected
his art to social issues and
American history. He
depicted the struggles and
triumphs of blacks in his
works, winning national
awards.
Ms. Colton’s project
entitled “Upstairs/ Down
stairs” at the Henry' Plant
Museum in Tampa won
national recognition with
an award of merit from the
American Association of

655 Central Ave.
Phone 823-0823

Major Credit Cards Accepted

Ftwme &

By

<£

Vg&jkcM

'Videos.

867-4359
1100 6 2nd A*** $««lb ». P«rt*r»i»vrg/ M. 33712

OPERATION PAR
SELF-SUFFICIENCY
PROJECT

State and Local History.
Her commitment to her
local community has won
her recognition by the
Pinellas Arts Council when
they awarded her the pres
tigious “Artist of the Year
2000-Friends of the Arts
Award”.
January’s presentation
is part of the ongoing
series
conducted
by
‘Talking Across Race,” a
multi-racial, multi-ethnic,
and multi-faith discussion
group based at St. Joseph’s
Catholic Church.
Conversations are free and
open to the public. RSVP
via email at talkacrossrace (a yahoo.com.

Wlark JWarts
On December 27,
1956, the Spingarn
Medal was awarded to
Jack Roosevelt
(“Jackie”) Robinson,
the first Black in the
major leagues, for his
conduct on and off the
; baseball field.1

Donald R. Collins
Financial Advisor

American Express
Financial Advisors Inc.

THE DIPPER CONNECTION
An AEFA-associated
.financial advisor business

WOODIES
HAT BOX

The reception will be
held at 6 p.m. on Saturday,
Jan. 12th at 1245 18th
Avenue South in St.
Petersburg. Refreshments
will be served.
For more information
please contact Delores
Fletcher (727) 502-0575.

Race Relations Series------ -------

HIRES------Every step towards cor
rection not only opens the
doors to blessings, but also
improves conditions. The
benefit of supreme princi
ples is, as soon as they are
applied they immediately
remove obstacles. When
supreme principles are
rejected our own lives and
those we love are affected
as well. Evil often springs
up into our lives to bring us
strife, but Christian wis
dom will deliver us to a
better life.
So many individuals
ake the same mistake of
zing to make their way
rough life without reli
on and education. We
ust focus on the fact that
2 all are models and must
ow our youth how the
iristian life should be
'ed. Along with other life
hancing skills, we must
ach our children disciine, as well as spiritual,
ciological, and psychogical principles. Without
ligion and education our
lildren are prime targets
• many additions.

be participating in an allday conference that will be
concluding with a recep
tion at 6 p.m. that is open
to INPDUM members and
to the general public.
Everyone is welcome
to attend and to meet and
greet these leaders of
democracy for the black
community!

Community residents are invited to
contribute and support the program
by becoming active participants in
the education, screening and Bettye Burnett-scott, r.n., msw
testing activities provided.
Project Coordinator
Current sessions are being
offered at the Enoch Davis Center each Monday
evening at 6:oo p.m. Presentations will be given
upon request to groups or organizations within the
DIPPER area.

3606 Central Ave.
St. Petersburg, FL 33711
Off: 727.328.2000
Cell: 727.463.7402

COMMUNITY
BILLBOARD

Walking groups are meeting Tuesdays and
Thursdays at 6:oo p.m. at Campbell Park Recreation
Center. Call for information about the Walker’s Club
buddy system.
The DIPPER Area

PAR provides substance abuse and men
tal health services for families who
receive cash assistance or are low income
families. Services are offered at no cost to
individuals and are confidential. Services
are available to adults and children.

1 st Avenue South

For more information,
contact Gerald Syrkett
At 727-893-5438
Crack Cocaine Kills People and
Shatters Lives

j
i
f
i

ykcefit Wodtenn. faxHAaMaMott, & TWP

• Atty. Escarraz to speak at AAVREC Meeting,
Saturday, 1-12, 10 a.m.
.

j

L

Enoch Davis Center, 1111 18th Avenue South
’MLK Parade Vendor Meeting, Saturday,
1-12, 10 a.m.-noon
Enoch Davis Center.

HMO & PPO Special
$20 Hr. Massage
Must present proof of coverage

For information call (813) 207-0003
•Masonic Lodge #109 Anniversary Banquet,

18th Avenue South

Saturday, 1-12, 6:30 p.m.

Medicaid & Medicare accepted

St. Pete Masonic Hall, 3130 18th Avenue South

We
Specialize Also In:
'e Speck
• Sports Massage
• Carpal Tunnel
• Fibromyalgia

L,isa Rhoden
MA34457

H.T. Wellness & Massage Center
NEUROMU SCULAR MASSAGE

If you live here, you are entitled to FREE Diabetes
Education and Screening sessions offered at the
Enoch Davis Center, located at 111118th Avenue
South, Mondays 6 p.m. - 8 p.m.

NUTRITION & RELAXATION MASSAGE

328-7600
3727 Central Avenue
LIC. #MM005879

For more information, please call the DIPPER office

For information call 866-6334 or 867-1612
•Free Guided Tours @ Boyd Hill Nature Park,
Monday, 1-14, 7:30 p.m.
|

For Reservations, call (727) 893-7326.
‘Health Screening, Tues. & Wed., 1-15 & 1-16,

I

Winn Dixie, 10 a.m.- 6 p.m.

|

(Sponsored by Pinellas County Urban League)

I

For more information about Community

1

j

Billboard, call us at (727) 896-2922

||

at (727) 897-9129.

VOICE MAIL 458-5330 FAX 328-8869

1
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The St. Petersburg Branch NAACP Emancipation Proclamation Service

Kids Computer Camp
TAMPA - Learn how to
use search engines, get
help
with
homework
assignments and send let
ters over the Internet at the
Kids Computer Camp,
Monday, January 7, 14,
and 28 at 4 p.m. for ages 8
- 13 at the College Hill
Branch Library, 2607 E.

Dr. M. L. King, Jr., Blvd.
Registration is required
by a parent or guardian.
Attendance is limited to 5
on a first-come, firstserved basis.
For more information
on this free program, call
273-3681.

Computer
Offered —
Rep. Frank Peterman, Andrea Peaton, Atty. Darryl Rouson and
Rev. Roosevelt Hardy
ST. PETERSBURG This year Bethel African
Methodist
Episcopal
Church was the host
church for the Annual
NAACP,
Emancipation
Proclamation
Service.
Florida Senator Darryl
Jones was the speaker for
this event. Senator Jones is

Bishop John Copeland, Linda Watkins, Sen. Darryl Jones,
Emma Watts and Roy Evans

bypassed the state of
Florida because of our
ports not being equipped to
handle ships. He stated we
would be free when we as
Americans have equal pay,
equal education and equal
economic development.
He stated in 1862 Abraham
Lincoln signed an execu-

a candidate for Governor
for the state of Florida.
Senator Jones’ speech was
titled “When will we be
FREE”.
He spoke about how tax
cuts in the minority halts
our freedom. He stated
how the import of products
from
other
countries

tive order known as the
Emancipation
Proclamation. This order
was to take effect on
January 1, 1863, and
served to emancipate (free)
the slaves. Senator Jones
stated we are standing on
January 1, 2002 and When
Will We Be Free.

Darryl Rouson remarked
that the St. Petersburg
Branch NAACP is looking
to increase its membership
to make a difference in the
community where needed.

The Nursing Home
Choir of St. Petersburg
rendered the music. Bishop
John Copeland read the
scripture,
Rev.
Louis
Murphy
offered
the
Morning Prayer. Rev. M.
Mason Walker read the
enti re
Emanci pation
Proclamation. President

Free Guided Tours At
National Aviation
Academy Maintenance Boyd Hill Nature Park
ST. PETERSBURG - your spot
Technicians School
Discover the mysteries of
Watch Mother Nature
Speaks Out
the night as you search for in action while learning
by Khana A. Riley
Dear Readers,
I’m sorry that you
haven’t heard from me in
quite some time now, but I
had to take a break and
focus on a lot of things. I
hope that everyone had a
great and blessed Holiday
Season, and that we all
kept in mind the real rea
son for the season. I know
that this Christmas was
one of my best.

date on what I’ve been
doing. I ended my second
professional acting perfor
mance on New Year’s Eve
with American Stage. The
play I performed in was
entitled ‘Twas the Night
Before Christmas. The
play ran from December
14, 2001 - December 31,
2001.
If you attended the per
formance you would’ve

My family had a big

seen me as a Reindeer, an

family dinner. Although
we didn’t get lots of joys, it
was just the atmosphere
and being around all my
family and friends. One of
the main highlight of my
Christmas was that I spent
a lot of quality time with
my family. I hope that
everyone was with the
people that they love, and
if not I’m very sorry and I
hope that you had a
blessed Christmas anyway.
Just to bring you up to

Angel, and a poor girl.
This really was a great
play and we had a great
audience the whole time.
On New Year’s Eve my
family attended Watch
Night at my church, St.
Mark M.B. Church.
Well, today, it’s all
behind me now for I’m
back at the books. Please
write and tell me about
your New Year plans:
Happy
New Year
everyone!

Adult
Computer
Classes
Graduation
- 2000------ST. PETERSBURG The Interdenominational
Ministerial
Alliance,
Human Services and
Development, Inc. (IMA.
HSD. INC.)
cordially
invites you to its first
Adult Computer Class
Graduation 2002.
Each graduate will
receive a free computer.
Our theme is “Closing the
Academic and Digital
Divide”.
IMA/Campbell Park
Power Up Tech Center,
601 - 14th Street South,
St. Petersburg, FL
For more information
please call (727) 8987315.
B lark 31arts
On December 24, 1853,
born on this day in
Oglethorpe, GA, was
Octavia R. Albert.
Albert was the author
of The House of
Bondage; a book con
sisting of seven slave
narratives collected by
Albert, herself a former
slaVe.

CLEARWATER - The
National
Aviation
Academy
Aircraft
Maintenance Technician
Training School, while
also
located
at
St.
Pete/Clear water
International Airport, is
NOT affiliated with the
National
Aviation
Academy Flight School.
We at the maintenance
training
school
are
shocked at the apparent
theft of a small aircraft and

what appears to be the pur
poseful controlled flight of
that aircraft into the Bank
of America building in
Tampa.
It is difficult to fathom
what set of emotions
would motivate a young
person to commit such an
act but we are grateful that
the event has caused only
limited property damage
and apparently only the
life of the pilot himself.

j
:

YOU Can Make A
”j
Difference!!!
:
Please Support Our
Advertisers
■
•
I__ _ ______ ________ ______ I

bats, owls, shakes and
other creatures that come
out and only after dark.
Monday, Jan. 14,7:30 p.m.
Spaces are limited, call
(727) 893-7326 to reserve

• Plumbing
• Air-Conditioning
• Computer Introduction - Evenings Only
* You may qualify for several financial aid packages
Recruiter for

Disadvantaged, 893-2500, ext. 1076

PTEC St. Petersburg Campus
901 - 34th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33711

$i“.o6
off ']
PEDICURE
|

Monday - Wednesday
i
! w/coupon • Appointment NecessaryJ
Ask for Tony
20 years experience in Hair Care
as Barber and Beautician

Qospef-OrtentecfT-Shirts On Safe

PTEC Clearwater Campus
6100 - 154th Avenue
Clearwater, FL 33760

SAM’S BEAUTY SALON

JOIN THE TEAM...
YOU CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE

Revlon - T.C.B. - Bantu

3427 11th Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33713
Telephone: 323-8649

r"

Train or Retrain in Several Short Term Classes
• Auto Tech
| Medical Assisting - Front Office

Nexus - Paul Mitcheil

Haikstyliwg

3600 -18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL
(727)322-0024- Cell (727) 542-2189
Pretty Feet by

Offering Workforce Development
Training Courses

Call for information:.....Jackie Thomas,

17, 10-12 noon. Learn email terminology, etiquette
and open an e-mail
account.
•
Introduction
to
WORD, Thursday, January
19, 9:30-11 a.m. Learn the
basics and some tricks for
working with WORD.
• Nuts and Bolts,
Thursday, January 24, 1012 noon. Learn the parts of
the computer by getting a
look inside.
Teens and adults are
welcome. Registration is
required. To register or for
more information, call
224-8670.

SAM’S BEAUTY SALON

Pinellas Technical Education Centers

Design Essentials - Menders

Hike#

about the park’s wildlife
and various habitats,
Wednesday, Jan. 16,3 p.m.
Boyd Hill Nature Park
is located at 1101 Country
Club Way South.

TAMPA - Improve
your computer skills dur
ing January
in
the
Computer Lab at the John
F.
Germany
Public
Library’, 900 N. Ashley Dr.,
when these free programs
are presented:
•
Introduction
to
Windows,
Thursday,
January 3, 10-12 noon.
Understand and navigate
the Windows environment.
• Surfing the Internet,
Thursday, January 10, 1012 noon. Learn how to use
Internet browsers and
search engines.
• Introduction to EMail, Thursday, January

The City of St. Petersburg Police Department needs police officers.
Requirements:
At least 19 yoa. Have obtained 30 college credit
hours to enter cadet program. Successfully complete pre-employment
screening process. Be in good physical ana mental health.

ZONE

ATHLETIC

Athletic Footwear & Fashion Apparel

FEATURING:
•Platinum
•FuBu
•Sean John
•Phat Farm
•Jordan
•SnoopDog
•Nike
•Timberland

Benefits:
Starting salary of $13.44/hourly (cadet status). 100%
sponsorship through police academy. All equipment supplied. Health
and retirement plans. Paid Holidays, shift differential pay, and educa
tional incentive pay.
For further information, contact Officer Vivian
(727) 551-3405, or log on to www.stpete.org.

L.

Holmes,

An Equal Opportunity Employer

REV. MOTHER SUPERIOR WILLIAMS
Ordained Psychic Christian Reader & Adviser

Ph: 727-866-6944

HAVE YOU BEEN HOODOOED?
ARE YOU SICK IN ANY PART OF YOUR BODY?

2910 54th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, Florida 33712
Mon - Sat 10AM - 8 PM * Sunday 12Noon-6PM

Rev. Mother Superior Williams has God Given Power to help you
overcome your problems no matter how big or small.
She will tell you just what you want to know about friends, ene
mies or rivals; Whether husband, wife or sweetheart is true or

WE DO IT RIGHT:

false; How to gain the love you most desire; Control or influence
the action of anyone, even though miles away. Tell you of lucky

MID PENINSULA SEAFOOD

* DELICIOUS - AND
FRESH - SEAFOOD
* FAIR PRICES
* FRIENDLY STAFF

MARKET & RESTAURANT
400 - 49th St South
St. Petersburg, FL
327- 8309
328- 8309
Mon.-Sat. 11 AM to 9 PM
Sunday . . . Gone Fishin'

numbers. She has helped thousands through all walks of life. She
will advise on love, marriage, business, health, divorces, lawsuits,
luck, alcoholics, happiness, spells, success and evil influences of
all kinds. Tells who your friends and enemies are. Guarantees to
remove all evil and bad luck! WHY SUFFER when you can be

COME ON IN!!!

l was having bad luck, mis erable and it seemed like
everything was against

NEED A LAUGH?
KARAOKE!!!
FRIDAYS AT 6:30

me.Just a few visits to Rev.
Mother Superior Williams
and now I'm doing fine with
a good home and good man
who loves me.

.WHERE THE LOCALS BUY . . . FOR OVER 21 YEARS,

3S555S

_

- Hillary Williams

helped and freed from all your troubles?

Don't fail to call or write to her today.
Send Self-Addressed Envelope

Rev. Mother Superior Williams
3716 W. Horatio, Tampa, FL 33609

(813) 874-5581

Z1MPABAY AREA NEWS continues
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With

Charles Howard
Yesterday has gone, forget it
Today is here, use it.
Tomorrow may not come,
So don't wait on it."

896-2152
HAPPY NEW YEAR
And we are hoping that
your New Year is a joyous
and prosperous one.
4* 4* 4* 4*

Emma Lee, Daughter
Ruler, cordially invited
guest to join them for their
attendance and participa
tion to all events. Brother
The Suncoast is a fes Robert Fuller recognized
tive scene of merriment the Brothers Daughter,
and fun as area residents members and yours truly.
busy themselves attending
Each were asked to
various events, enjoying stand, receiving applause,
themselves and sharing fun and me for informing the
and laughter.
public about news and
****
events
in
The
Patricia Woods who Weekly Challenger, being
resides on 23rd Avenue their master of ceremonies
South with her husband, when asked and etc., other
daughter and grandson acts of kindness. Very nice,
threw a smoking birthday semi-formal, again wall to
party for husband, Richard wall guest, building beau
Woods. He turned a little 3 tifully decorated with
quarter years. Foods and Christmas tree and the
top shelf spirits were the works.
order of the evening.
It’s Christmas Eve
Everyone whose into morning and I’m pinning
birthday celebrations were and enjoying sister Diane
there, They were wall to Hughes Gospel Program
wall, and some journeyed on WRXB. Very good
outside on the patio, tho it Christmas
music.
was a little chilly. Pat gave (Dynamite - Soul Moving her husband a beautiful Getting Down With the
diamond
ring.
Fred Lord) “That’s all right! On
Randall was disco artist. His Birthday Eve” Blessed
He disco’s at the Elks Be His Name.
****
Lodge, one of the brothers.
He brought the disco to GIBBS HIGH SCHOOL
23rd Avenue South, great
CLASS OF 1959
sounds and great time had
Gibbs High School
by all.
Class of Nineteen Hundred
ELK’S LODGE
and Fifty Nine, held their

Rev. Al Sharpton To
Speak At USF’s
Martin Luther King,
Jr. Celebration

Christmas Party at the Elks
Lodge of 18th Avenue
South.
The
Brother
Richard Roberson/Exalted
Ruler is a member of that
class. It’s his alma mater.
Another great time had by
all exchanging Christmas
gifts and just enjoying
each other chatting - chew 
ing and eating great food,
of course spirits were the
order of the evening, until
the wee wee hours in the
a.m.
Congratulation Class of
‘59, hang in there!

Ramblinq

It appears that Sister
Diane and I are almost on
the same page. I had been
all the morning about my
closing, my choice is - it
wasn’t
the
nails,
Mississippi Mass Choir
with Frank Williams soloist! Reginald Biggham
and Dissiree Johnson. .
“It wasn’t the nail
spikes that they put in His
feet that held Him to the
cross, ‘it was love,’ that
held Him to the cross.” ‘
UNTIL NEXT WEEK,
JUMP TO IT!

Slark >arfu
On December 16, 1976, President Jimmy Carter appointed Andrew
Young ambassador to the United Nations.

1ST Annual Weekly Challenger Black History Essay Contest
During the month of February, The Weekly Challenger will publish win
ners from its very own Black History Essay Contest! You must be an ele
mentary, middle, or high school student. One winner each week during
February will be chosen from each school level. The deadline is January
21, 2002. Submittals must be received here at The Challenger by January
20, 2002. The Challenger Will forward all entries to where the grading
will take place, the Office of Community Services and Human Relations,
Largo Administration Building, 301 4th St. SW. Largo, FL. 33779-2942.

TAMPA - The Reverend ers in the city of New
Al Sharpton will be the York, recently announced
featured speaker at the his plan to run for the
University
of
South Democratic presidential
Florida’s Martin Luther nomination in 2004.
Sharpton is the presi
King, Jr. Celebration on
January 17 at 7 p.m. in the dent and founder of the
Special Events Center on National Action Network.
the Tampa campus. The The organization’s mission
event is free and open to is “to combat racial and
civil rights violations,
the public.
The theme for this fight for progressive, peo
year’s event is “MLK ple-based social policies
2002: Lighting the Way by providing extensive
for Peace.” The week long voter education and regis
celebration, which part of tration campaigns, eco
the Tampa Black Heritage nomic support for small
Festival, will feature sev community businesses and
eral events, including a confronting racism.”
Rev. Sharpton is mar
social justice luncheon and
the play, “Anthology of ried to singer Kathy
Jordan. The couple has
Gospel Music”.
Sharpton, whom Time two daughters, Dominique
magazine Calls one of the and Ashley, and lives in
most important black lead- Brooklyn.

VICTORIA LAWSON
Co-workers of Victoria
Lawson came together and
gave her a retirement take
off on Monday morning at
The Weekly Challenger
Newspaper, 2500 MLK
Street South. She was the
recipient of cake, cards,
quiet money and a great
send-off after 34 precious
years of service. Take care
“Vickie” and enjoy life.
****

Entries can also be sent there directly, where they must be received by
January 21.
The topic must be an African-American who had made some significant
contribution to a person, a group, or the world. The writer must then
express how this contribution affected them personally. The other rules,
and awards are as follows:
The essays must be either typed or computer generated.
Each essay must have the writer’s name, grade, age, name of school,
and home phone number
Scoring will on based upon:
1. Grammatical structure
2. Punctuation use
3. Spelling
4. Word count
5. How well the writer expresses how they were affected by the subject’s
contribution
Each of the above are worth a possible 10 points
• The word count for each level is:
1. High school - 650
2. Middle school - 500
3. Elementary school - 300
Four winners from each level will receive:
1. High School - $200
2. Middle School - $150
3. Elementary School - $100
WE LOOK FORWARD TO PUBLISHING YOUR ESSAYS!

Jordan Park Hope VI Update —------——
(In 1997, the St. Petersburg Housing Authority received a $27-million federal HOPE VI grant to redevelop Jordan Park, the city’s oldest and largest
public housing complex. The grant, now leveraged to more than $60-million, was also sought to help residents ofthe334-unit project become eco
nomically self-sufficient during the four-year program. This is the first in a series of articles The Challenger will publish periodically on the suc
cesses and problems of revitalizing the buildings and improving the lives of current and former Jordan Park residents. The Editors.)
By Challenger Staff
ST. PETERSBURG—
When the City Council
meets on Thursday, Janu
ary 17, 2002 at 3 P.M., its
agenda will include selling
two vacant lots on 11th
Avenue South to help the
St. Petersburg Housing
Authority plan for storm
water retention as it builds
.^a. 15,0Q0-square-foot, twostory HOPE VI Achieve

ment Center on 22nd Street
South.
The Authority says its
needs the city-owned
unimproved, surplus va
cant parcels in the 2100
block of 11th Avenue South
because the Center will
occupy 10,000 square feet
of land,. will require 85
parking spaces, and the
paved roadway necessary
to access those spaces.

That much space will
require more land for water
retention than the authority
owns at the site, so it wants
to buy the city’s two lots
adjacent to the Center site
for $1.00 and sell the city
two comparable lots, at 901
24th St. So. and at 2518
Langdon Ave. So., also for
$1.00.
.The authority has said
the Center will house agen

cies, programs, and servic
es to help current and for
mer Jordan Park residents
access education, training
and employment that can
help them achieve econom
ic self-sufficiency.
Darrell J. Irions, the
authority’s executive direc
tor, requested the proper
ties in an October 24,2001
letter to Rick Mussett, the
city’s development admin

istrator. Authority officials
had met with Mayor Rick
Baker and city staff on
October 15, 2001.
The Center also may also
lease space to several busi
nesses whose rent could
help sustain operational
costs. Rental cost for the
Center is $7 to $10 per
square foot, according to
Irions’letter.
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A Weekend of Hope,
Encouragement, And Joy!
ST. PETERSBURG —
Everyone’s Youth United
Inc. (E.Y.U.), a non-profit
501(c)(3) youth based
organization, had its 2nd
annual Christmas party as
part of a "sobriety' holiday
weekend," on Saturday,
December 22. The organi
zation was founded by Mr.
Eric Green two years ago,
and serves anyone regard
less of race or religious
preference.
The weekend started
Friday December 21 and
ended Sunday, December
23. The Christmas party
took place at Lake Vista
Community Center and
was hosted by many promi
nent figures in the commu
nity, along with over 300
needy kids and their fami
lies. The weekend began
with
a
Community
Outreach project with EYU
and Phoenix House of
Florida
passing
out
drug/alcohol & crime pre
vention material with the
help of volunteers and kids.
Traveling to five locations
throughout the city they
brought awareness to our
residents in hopes of deter
ring some of the usual neg
ative occurrences during
the holiday season. The
locations that the Outreach
took
place
included
Atwater's Cafeteria, Winn
Dixie on the south side,
Baywalk,
and
the
Supercenter Walmart in
Pinellas Park.
Did the Outreach pro
ject make a difference?
"We hope so," says E.Y.U.
President Eric Green.
Green thanked Phoenix
House of St. Petersburg,
the St. Petersburg Police
Department,
Thap
Organization, and The
Weekly Challenger who
Green says, "has and con
tinues to cover all our
efforts." On hand was the
continued support of Coca

Cola of St. Petersburg.
Coca Cola hired the
Powerade Van to pass out
drinks as they moved
through the city. Bridges
of America/Davis Bradley
Center supplied the man
power as its residents made
up ov er 300 bags that were
distributed.
The evening settled
and the preparation began
for the much needed and
anticipated Christmas party
on Saturday where the kids
in attendance enjoyed free
food, toys, giveaways,
encouraging speakers, and
entertainment.
Entertainment was provid
ed by E.Y.U.’s South
Florida "Dream Travelers."
"Dream Travelers" is a new
program of E.Y.U. that
works with talented indi
viduals to develop, expose,
and enhance their chances
to fulfill their dreams of
success in the music indus
try.
There was also a spe
cial dedication in memory
of the late Carl Metcalf, a
radio announcer at WKES
91.1 FM who was a long
time friend and volunteer
for Green and the organiza
tion. Metcalf was killed by
a motorist in November,
while riding his bicycle to
work. A plaque and words
of sympathy and encour
agement were presented to
Mike Gleichman, Manager
of the Christian radio sta
tion. Among the many
businesses and groups that
sponsored this event were:
Anointed
Video
&
Photography,
Mystical
Moments Entertainment,
State Representative Frank
Peterman’s campaign, the
N.E. Exchange Club of St.
Petersburg,
Mortgage
Investors
Corporation,
Verizon,
Goodwill,
American Red Cross,
Publix, Smart & Final, The
Herb
House,
The

Meathouse of St. Pete,
Emerald City Comics &
Collectibles, Bob Lee’s
Tires, Ad Vantage Signs,
the City of St. Petersburg
sanitation department, and
about fifty other concerned
businesses and volunteers.
With a solid and productive
track record, E.Y.U. is
depending upon interested
parties to help fund its pro
gram, once they see the
content, substance, and
results of their work in the
community.
Everyone’s
Youth United has now part
nered with the (IMA)
Intermediate Ministerial
Alliance and The Weekly
Challenger to bring a
tremendous
learning
opportunity to our youth,
which includes computer
training, life skills, charac
ter building, prevention,
and marketing/entrepreneur training. Adults too
have computer training
available, as well as an
opportunity to receive a
home computer. There are
also
opportunities
to
become one of E.Y.U.’s
South Florida "Dream
Trav elers" in their music &
arts program.
Green says calmly,
"the struggle makes us
stronger because our hearts
and motives are pure."
With the professional atnd
dedicated people that are
now
involved
with
Everyone’s Youth United,
and its programs and mis
sion, we are in fact "on the
move", making a differ
ence in peoples lives every
day, especially our youth!
Green adds, "we will con
tinue to ask that you . keep
us in your prayers as we
will keep you in ours." If
you have any questions or
would like to be a part of
this effort please contact
Eric Green (Founder/CEO)
at (727) 824-5443.

See Page 16 For Photo Highlights
From EYU’s Christmas Party
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St. Petersburg, FL 33711
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Councilman
Ernest
Fillyau.
Lowe
was
Fillyau’s campaign manag
er w hen he won a seat on
City Council in 1991. “He
was one of the most dedi
cated white individuals I
have met. In fact, I called
him my white shadow. He
was always able to advise
me about the feelings and
reactions of white people.
He counseled me about
unfamiliar
neighbor
hoods.”
Lowe was a registered
Democrat and in the
1980’s, was president of
the
Greater
Pinellas
Democratic
Club.
Anywhere you might have
gone in St. Petersburg, or
outside the area, if you saw
Ronald Lowe, you saw
Lonnie Donaldson. Most
people said, this full-bod
ied white man with the
charming smile, and this
slim, pleasant black man,
were “joined at the hip”.
Donaldson, a member of
the
Pinellas
County
Democratic
Executive
Committee, just laughs and

Lowe continued from
Front. ____________
single member districts and
thus is responsible for
District 55, and the late
Judge James B. Sanderlin.
He and Watson Haynes
became close friends when
Lowe was campaign man
ager for Haynes’ bid for
Cjty Council in 1978 and
1988.
Lowe and Donaldson,
who have known each
other for 34 years, w orked
in the successful cam
paigns of Ernest Fillyau,
David Welch and Rene
Flowers for City Council.
They were also two of the
prominent political strate
gists who worked to get
Frank Peterman, Jr., on the
city' council and in 2000, in
the Florida Legislature.
Lowe helped manage the
mayoral bid of Omali
Yeshetela, and many oth
ers. Lowe and Donaldson
also worked in political
campaigns statewide.
“Every one who knew
Ron loved and respected
him,” says former City

Council continued
from Front. _________
a predetermined set of
specifications or qualifica
tions set by the administra
tion.
While JRC/Bayfront
has had $100,000 and one
year to generate communi
ty input regarding the
development of the Mercy
site from Midtown resi
dents, they have only docu
mented input from 33 com
munity stakeholders, as
opposed to Source of
Health developing a com
prehensive plan and docu
menting input from over
1,500 community stake
holders in one year with no
grant funding.
Approving the resolu
tion constitutes a possible
violation of state laws and
local ordinances addressing
procurement procedures
for public entities and
demonstrates a flagrant
attempt by the mayor and
his
administration
to
bypass any fair and com
petitive process.
In his recommendation
memo to council, however,
Baker wrote that city' staff
has "sought to identify
alternative development

simply says, “we were
brothers”.
For more than three
decades, these close friends
worked for the betterment
of
the
community.
Donaldson says “Ron”
understood the struggle of
the black man and woman.
Lowe talked about his dis
like for the mural on the St.
Petersburg City Hall wall,
that was torn down by
Omali Yeshetela. In the
1960’s, he marched at
movie theaters to protest
the exclusion of black cus
tomers. Donaldson says, in
politics, they tried to be
analytical
in
their
approach.
“His death is going to
be a great loss to the com
munity - no doubt. 1 don’t
know how you replace a
Ron Low'e. This is a white
person who worked for
causes that were designed
to help black folks.”
Rene Flowers,
St.
Petersburg City Council
chairperson, says Lowe
was a man who did not
allow racism in any shape,

concepts that addressed facility operations, and
both expressed community' specified a funding plan
needs while exhibiting that included the potential
some form of economic $3.75-million federal grant
along with City "participa
viability."
Baker offered his own tion in land and restora
variation of a competitive tion" of the Mercy site.
As of Tuesday after
process in the memo, writ
ing that the council noon, no negotiating meet
received and reviewed two ings had been scheduled,
proposals, from Source of said Tracy Payne, chief
Health Inc. and the executive at Johnnie Ruth
Bayfront/Johnnie
Ruth Clarke Health Center.
Johnnie Ruth Clarke
Clarke partnership, during
a November 8, 2001 coun Health Center received its
cil workshop scheduled first federal grant in 1983,
after Source of Health apparently to operate a
requested a public hearing. health care center for low"The fundamental dif iricorpe per§t8fcr&t:th< for
ferences in the two propos mer Mercy Hospital site.
However,
former
als related to the amount of
Presbyterian
property anticipated for Lakeview
use, the comparative expe Church pastor Tom Beeson
rience of the proposers, and galvanized the political
the inclusion of a designat support of officials from
and
All
ed funding plan," wrote Bayfront
Children’s
Hospital,
Baker.
Baker said Source of Operation PAR, and a City
Health proposed develop Council majority then
ment of the. entire Mercy chaired by Mayor Corinne
site, has limited experience Freeman to override an
in medical facility opera appeal of the city’s
tions, and was unable to Environmental
identify a specific funding Development Commission
plan. JRC/Bayfront wants decision granting a Special
to use about one-third of Land Use Exception and
the site, , has extensive > related site plan so the
experience in medical health center could be

Dayton Andrew Dodge
2301 -34th St. N.
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switched and located in his
church
alongside
Operation’s PAR’s Beta
program.
Sources familiar with
the 1983 "negotiations"
told The Challenger that
part of Beeson’s and
Lakeview
Presbyterian
Church’s motivation for
redirection of the site, and
the funds, earmarked for
Mercy, may have been
related to the church’s
reported need to provide, in
some w ay, for an estimated
$190,000 in repairs to its
aging building that includ
ed a wall that was severely
cracked and leaking pro
fusely.
The administration and
council back then initially
stayed the EDC’s decision
because the potential pro
gram shift was a matter of
"great public importance"
generated, in part, by
African-American organi
zations, including the
Southern
Christian
Leadership Conference, the
Interdenominational
Ministerial Alliance, and
residents in the church’s
neighborhood protesting
the switch, of both location
and funds.
It’s nearly 19 years after
the health center named for
the late Dr. Johnnie Ruth
Clarke, a stellar AfricanAmerican female, was
founded; a center fought
for by the late legislative

leader,
Doug
"Tim"
Jamerson; and initially
funded because of the pre
ponderance of medicallyunderserved Black resi
dents
in
south
St.
Petersburg.
Notwithstanding
Source of Health Inc.’s
plans and proposals, stalled
for now, there is still no
Black-owned and Blackcontrolled health care facil
ity with the capacity to help
re-educate and modify the
health-challenged behav
iors and lifestyles of thou
sands of Black residents in
the
newly-defined
, "Midtown" neighborhoods.

And now, not unlike
1983,
Johnnie
Ruth
Clarke’s Tracy Payne is
telling the mayor, in a letter
dated December 27, 2001,
that "other partners" are
"expressing interest" in
another Mercy project for
which Payne requests the
city’s "donation" of 2.56
acres to build the new facil
ity.
Among those express
ing interest, according to
Payne’s letter, are the
University of Florida
Dental School to provide
dental
services,
and
Operation PAR to provide
"behavioral" health ser
vices.

For Those With

No Application Refused • 1 Day Service

Collico Tax Services

gle
with
AfricanAmericans and other peo
ple of color. And more
importantly, he did this
throughout the full breath
of his life. Ron taught me
the fundamentals of cam
paigning in St. Petersburg
and to some extent, county
wide. His legacy is the
belief that ordinary citizens
should always play a major
role in shaping, local, state,
national democracy.”
So, now that we have
been touched by this caring
man, who spent his final
years helping others where do we go from here?
Surely, we will need to
keep his memory alive.
And perhaps we can do so
by establishing a Ronald
David Lowe Institute for
Political
and
Human
Justice, that trains people
of all colors and creeds to
gefout of the box. To work
together for justice, wher
ever and whenever it has
been abused. To learn to
care, with the dignified
strength of a Ronald David
Lowe.

meuewm
Car Deals

> Fast 24 Hour Refund
• Accurate Tax Preparation

form or fashion, to hinder
the the causes that he stood
for. “He should be remem
bered as a man with a true
vision for equality,” she
says. “Also, as a caring
person, a political wizard
and a real friend to anyone
who knew him.”
In 1999, w hen he man
aged her successful politi
cal bid for City Council, he
immediately became her
marketing expert, political
strategist, and advisor. He
continued to work with
Rowers even after she was
elected. “Ron helped me as
I tried to understand the
issues throughout the city.
To look at them in a
wholistic way, rather than
looking only at just the dis
trict I represented.”
Lowe and Donaldson
helped Frank Peterman, Jr.,
become the first AfricanAmerican to go from St.
Petersburg City Council to
the state legislature.
“Ron was a white man
who was willing to set
aside his privileged status
in this community to strug-.
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STATE NEWS
Rural Black Community Wins
Governor’s Award___________
TALLAHASSEE
Governor Jeb Bush recent
ly honored the community
of Harlem in Hendry
County with “Florida’s
Outstanding
Rural
Community of the Year
2001” award. Harlem was
selected as the top rural
community for its concen
trated, unrelenting efforts
to convert an unused
school building into a
vibrant library and commu
nity center. Also recog
nized by the Governor was
the community of Ortona
in Glades County, which
was selected as “Florida’s
Rural Community Award
Winner 2001.”
“The
residents
of
Harlem are to be com
mended for coming togeth
er to build a much needed
library and community
center,” said Governor
Bush. “Ortona should also
be applauded for working
to create safe walkways for
their area. These excep
tional rural communities
have demonstrated that
size and limited resources
are not a barrier to improv
ing your community.”
Harlem is an unincor
porated community of
about 3,000 residents in
rural Hendry County. The
Harlem Public Library pro
ject entailed obtaining a 50

percent matching grant for
$125,000 to renovate and
convert the former Harlem
Academy, constructed in
1920, into a library and
community center. The
small community worked
for more than four years to
raise the matching funds
and other resources needed
to achieve their goal. As
stated in its grant applica
tion, “Libraries are not
only an essential link
between the past, present,
and future; libraries pro
vide people with access to
the information they need
to work, play, learn, and
govern.”
Ortona is a small, unin
corporated community' of
approximately 770 in rural
Glades County. Their pro
ject was a concerted com
munity effort to obtain
funds and volunteer labor
to construct a 10,300 foot
bike path/sidewalk on the
community’s two main
roads providing safe access
to the library, softball
fields, playgrounds, and
shopping. The project was
conceived by the Ortona
Community Association.
Continued
community
coordination with local and
state officials kept the pro
ject alive for the five years
it took to complete.
The Outstanding Rural

Governor Bush
Announces Essay
Contest In Support Of
Black History Month
TALLAHASSEE
Governor Jeb Bush recent
ly announced a Black
History Month essay con
test for K-12 students.
Students’ essays will
answer the question,
‘What impact has black
history had on my life?”
“It is important that
Florida’s children are edu
cated about the history of
all Floridians, especially
the
achievements
of
African-Americans,”
Governor Bush said. ‘This
is an excellent opportunity
to educate Florida’s stu
dents about AfricanAmerican contributions to
Florida, showcase their
creativity and reward them
for their talent”
The contest essays will
be judged on their inspira
tional and personal content
that remember Florida’s
African-American history
and celebrate the diversity
of the state’s future.
Student essays should be
no longer than 500 words
in length and parents are

required to sign a waiver
allowing their child’s
paper to be published.
Winning essays will be
selected by a panel of edu
cators and community
leaders.
One winner will be
selected from each of the
three grade-level cate
gories, elementary (grades
K-5), middle (grades 6-8)
and high school (grades 912). The Florida Prepaid
Coliege Foundation will
provide winning students
with a pre-paid tuition
scholarship to a Florida
community college, col
lege, or university whose
admission requirements
they meet.
Those interested in par
ticipating in the essay con
test or for a complete copy
of the contest rules, should
contact Cristal Cole in the
Governor’s
Mentoring
Office at (850) 413-0909
or visit www.flmentoring.org.

Community Award is pre
sented annually to recog
nize and reward rural com
munities that have demon
strated significant efforts to
improve the quality' of life
of their citizens. Winning
communities receive two
commemorative road signs
from
the
Florida
Department
of
Transportation installed at
prominent arteries leading
into
the communities,
reading: “Harlem Florida’s
Outstanding
Rural
Community of the Year
2001,”
and
“Ortona
Florida’s
Rural
Community of the Year
Award . Winner 2001.”
Winning communities will
also receive small cash
awards in the amounts of
$1,500 for Harlem and
$750 for Ortona. Financial
sponsorship of the awards
and the recognition event
comes from Florida Power
and Gulf Power.
The
Florida
Outstanding
Rural
Community of the Year
Awards Program is orga
nized annually by the
state’s Rural Economic
Development Initiative and
the Governor’s Office of
Tourism,
Trade,
and
Economic Development.

Dr. and Mrs. H. Earl
Cotman Honored in
Separate Cities in
2001__________ ___

Metropolitan Charities
HIV Support Services
A non-profit agency helping
people with HIV/AIDS '

ORLANDO
In
August, during the Second
Annual Reunion of the
Descendants of Florida’s
Reconstruction Era and
Black Reconstruction State
Politicians, Republicans
and Democrats. Mrs. .
Cotman accepted the fami
ly proclamation and the
covetous key to the City of
Orlando.
Both honors
were
bestowed
by
Mayor
Glenda Hood. The awards
were presented by Mayoral
Assistant, Wilbur S. Gary,
Jr., a close cousin of the
descendants.
One
month
later
Jacqueline was elected to
membership
in
the
National
Trust
for
Historical
Preservation
based in Washington, D.C.
She has been instrumental
in uncovering the true life
enigma of Florida’s first
Black politicians and their
genealogies. Mrs. Cotman
is a member of seven
genealogy societies and
has given many lecturers

• HIV Counseling Services:
Mental Health, Substance
Abuse, FREE for Qualified
Individuals
• HIV Case Management
• AIDS Waiver Case
Management
• HIV Inmate Discharge
Planning (Pinellas County)
• Thrift Store
Metropolitan Charities has provided
compassionate, professional services
for people with HIV/AIDS since 1993.
Please call if you believe you, or
someone you love may qualify for our
programs.
(727) 321-3854 Pinellas
(813) 251-0877 Hillsborough

MetopoKtan
Charities,Inc
COMMUNITY SERVICES
3150 5th. Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33713
www.metrocharities.org

Visit Metroploitan Charities

Our store helps
people living with HIV/AIDS
Clothing • Furniture • Housewares
Drop off Thrift store donations at 733
Central Ave., St. Petersburg, or call for
pick up of large, bulky items:

and demonstrations on
family history and biblical
history at libraries in
Florida. She is one of three
founders
of
the
Descendants’ organization
of 1,080 charter members
who are known.
H. Earl Cotman, M.D.,
received the Twenty Five
Year Certificate and was
elected to membership in
the Silver Pin Club of the
American Society for
Therapeutic Radiology and
Oncology (ASTRO). He is
a former chief resident and
honored as a fellow of the
American Cancer Society
at that time.
He has also served for
seven years, as a consultant
to the National Cancer
Institute in Maryland and
traveled extensively in
America and abroad for the
institute.
Dr. Cotman, a relative
of Rosewood Descendants
accepted the award of
becoming an Honorary
Citizen of the State of
Georgia with full privi-

Dr. and Mrs. H. Earl Cotman Honored in
Separate Cities in 2001
leges, issued by the
Secretary of State and pre
sented
by
Southeast
Region’s Immediate Sire
Archon of Boule, Dr.
Peyton
Williams
in
October.
Cotman served as act
ing Sire Archon in
Asheville, N.C. He was
also acknowledged with a
crystal slate for his signifi

cant contributions as a
Henry Minton Fellow of
Sigma Pi Phi Boule and as
Chairman
of
the
Credentials Committee.
The Cotmans are the
parents of Author Sochitl
S. Cotman of the Luxury
Paradise Series.

(727) 896-7467 Thrift Store

GOD BLESS
AMERICA •

SUPPORT THE
BLACK PRESS

WE WELCOME YOUR LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Send Your Letters to:

The Weekly Challenger
2500 M.L. King St. S., St. Petersburg, FL 33705

PLEASE SUPPORT OUR PAPER BY SUP
PORTING OUR ADVERTISERS

JUMP START YOUR BUSINESS
Use

a

Skill

or

TaIent

to

Start

or

ExpANd

Your Business

$ Be SElf^EMployEd $
Business Loans • $500 - $3,500
with Business Workshops To Start’A Business

FREE INFORMATION

No Qedit - No Collateral

MEETINGS

St. Petersburg - 1045 16th Street South

6:30 P.M.

SBDC

Every Monday Tuesday or Wednesday

Expansion Loans
up to $35,000 with 2 yecr
Trade Reoord of Profitability

CALL TOLL FREE
1 877,722^4505

Micmi-Dade • Broward • Palm Beach • Pinellas
Loan Applioanls Must Be US Gtizen Or Resident Alien
A non-profit organization serving the community vvfh business skills workshops aid Ioans for lowmoderate income indwduds

www.microbusinessusa.org

QUICK
REFUND

WELCH
Accounting
&Tax
Service

Are you signed up yet?
College tuition in Florida has increased 126 percent in the last 15 years.
How much will college cost when your child is ready? Sign up now for the

WANT YOUR MONEY
IN AS LITTLE AS 24
HOURS?

came to a

— Offering -

FAST REFUND - 2
ELECTRONIC FILING

twin

ASK ABOUT:
• A TAX REFUND
LOAN
• REFUND
ANTICIPATION
4 Days
LOAN
3 - 4 Weeks

No. Appointment Necessary During The Week
1601 Sixteenth Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33705

in Lake

PHONE: 894-0511 / 823-7910
• OFFICE HOURS •

Florida Prepaid College Program and you won’t have to worry. It locks in
. the cost of college at today’s prices - guaranteed! You can use the plan at
any public Florida university or community college, most private colleges
in Florida, select technical schools and most out-of-state colleges.
And it’s affordable, with payments starting at just $ 16 per month.

Lock in the cost
of college today.
So sign up now. The sooner you start,

PREPAID

the more you will save. For details,

COLLEGE
PROGRAM

call 1-800-552-GRAD or visit
www.floridaprepaidcollege.com.

Sign up by January 25, 2002.

Monday thru Friday 10:00 am to 7:00 pm
Saturday 9:00 am to 2:00 pm • Sunday - By Appointment

1
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■

Juicy Savings
Prices Effective through Wednesday, January 16, 2002.

Publix,
A

Where shopping is a pleasure?

Visit our website at www.publix.com
to

‘ ’ Si 1

Prices Effective Thursday, January 10
through Wednesday, January 16,2002.
Only in the Following Counties: Hillsborough, Pinellas, Pasco,
Lake, Hernando, Citrus, Manatee, Sarasota, Charlotte, Polk,
Orange, Seminole, Highlands, Brevard and Osceola.
Quantity Rights Reserved.

Boneless
Shoulder Roast
Or Boneless Underblade Roast,
Publix Premium Certified Beef,
USDA Choice, Beef Chuck

ton

Orange or
Grapefruit Juice
Tropicana Brand,
Assorted Flavors, 100% Pure,
From Florida, 64-oz. ctn.

“We wiU never knowingly disappointyou.
Iffor any reason yourpurchase does not
give you complete satisfaction, thefull
purchaseprice will be cheerfully refunded
immediately upon request. ”

0

Pork Loin
Rib Chops

The Other
White Meat*

Publix Pork, All Natural, Full Flavor
(Pork Loin Loin Chops ... lb 2.79)

Publix Deli
Quick Takes Family
Combo Meal

Sour Dough
French
Round Bread

Includes: Your Choice of One Rotisserie
Chicken or 8 Piece Mixed Deli Fried
Chicken; Your Choice of Two 16-oz Publix
Deli Quick Takes Sides: Choose from
Southern Style or New York Potato Salads;
Sweet, Shredded or Chopped Coleslaw or
Old Fashioned Deli Beans; 4-pack of
Hawaiian Rolls, Chilled or Hot, each

Baked Fresh Daily,
From the Publix Bakery,
16-oz loaf

Nectarines,
Peaches, Plums
or Apricots
Summer Sweet Flavor,
Choose Your Favorite

/

Publix Coupon

■FSB
1 Publix.
fsBR

US

The Purchase of One (1) 64-oz bot. of

The Purchase of One (1)
12.3 to 16.2-oz box of

Quaker
Instant Oatmeal
Any Flavor
Limit one deal per coupon per
customer. Coupon effective
January 10-16, 2002.

Save 1.50

LU# 7875

12-Pack
Selected
Coca-Cola Products
12-oz can
(6-Pack Selected Coca-Cola
Products, 0.5-L bot.... 2/5.00)

Ocean Spray
100% Cranberry
Juice or Cranberry
Juice Cocktails

3-Piece
Silverware Set
English, Duchess or Regent, each pkg.
(With Filled Stamp Saver Book,
3.99 Without Filled Stamp Saver Book.)

Assorted Varieties, Limit one deal per
coupon per customer. Coupon effective |
January 10-16, 2002.
1

Save 1.50

LU# 7822
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WOMAN’S WORLD
Annual Mid-Winter Woman’s
Conference --- -----------------------

Pastor Collette Gunby
ST. PETERSBURG It is time for Christian
Women’s
Fellowships
Annual
Winter
Conference. You, your
family, and your church
family are receiving the
blessings of the Almighty
God. I have longed to share
the good news with you,
however, I did not want to
share it too soon.
God has called each of
us to have a “Renewed

Mind”. In this forever
changing world we need
the comfort of knowing
that our minds are one with
the mind of Almighty God.
Join us as we celebrate our
Eight Annual
Winter
Conference “Steadfast In
The Midst Of Change”. We
are pleased to welcome
you to share with us at the
Adams Mark Beach Resort
on Clearwater Beach, FL,
January 10-13, 2002. The
welcome mat is rolled out
to you in an hour where
everything is changing
except God.
Conference Highlights:
Sunrise Prayer on the
beach, Praise and Worship
on the water with a Gospel
Cruise and a Tropical
Buffet. Experience anoint
ed, electrifying Wordshop
Speakers: Pastor Reba
Haley, Tampa, FL; Pastor
Alfreda
Moten,
St.
Petersburg; Pastor Jeanie

Rodgers, St. Petersburg;
Minister Janice Walton,
Oklahoma city, OK; and
Pastor
Stella
Taylor,
Oklahoma City, OK.
Keynote
Speakers:
Apostle Dorothy Evans of
Altadena, CA and Pastor
Colette Gumby of Decatur,
GA and Evangelist T.
Marie Brown of St. Louis,
MI.
Men & Youth Sessions
We are delighted that
each of our speakers are
preparing for You a
“Word” in due season. Get
in on the early bird special
by making your conference
reservations today. See the
enclosed brochure for the
application. Mark your cal
endar and join Christian
Women’s
Fellowship,
Women of Excellence Int’l
where the “Son Shines”.
For more information
contact Dr. Ada Davis at
(727) 867-5209.

TEACH SISTERS MORE
ABOUT BREAST HEALTH

International Mall General
Manager To Speak At Annual MLK,
Jr. Banquet-------------------------------------

Aj D. Jemison
TAMPA - Although she
is fairly new to the Tampa
Bay area, Aj (A-jay)
DJemison hit the ground
running - helping to build a
better community. She is
the general manager of one
of the largest and newest
retail shopping malls in the
Bay area, the International
Plaza on Boy Scout

Boulevard, Tampa, FL. As
if working more than 60
plus hours per week isn’t
enough, she is also a moti
vational role model who
speaks to students at
schools, etc.
As a former employee
and volunteer worker for
the MLK Center for Non
violent Social Change in
Atlanta, GA., she is person
ally acquainted with Mrs.
Coretta Scott King, wife of
the slain Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr. She can be seen
and heard as the keynote
speaker ar the 29th Martin
Luther Kling, Jr. Banquet
being hosted by the Bay
Area Brotherhood (BAB)
at 5 p.m., Saturday, January
12, 2002 at the MacDill
AFB Officers Club.

Resource Center For
Women Celebrates
Twenty-1
LARGO
The
Resource Center
For
Women of Pinellas/Pasco
marks its twenty-fifth year
of service to women and
families at a Silver
Anniversary Dinner, on
Saturday, January 19,
2002, beginning at 6:30
p.m.
Sponsored
by
the
Resource
Center
For
Women Foundation, the

event will be held at the
Largo Cultural Center
Parkview Room,
105
Central Park Drive (East
Bay
Boulevard
and
Seminole
Boulevard)
Largo, FL.
The public is invited.
For additional information
and reservations please call
the Resource Center For
Women at (727) 586-1110.

Because she is such a
“people
person”
Ms.
Jemison has speedily inte
grated into the civic as well
as the business sector. She
is a graduate of the 2001
Leadership
-Westshore
class, a board member of
Westshore Alliance and a
two-year term board mem
ber of the Greater Tampa
Chamber of Commerce.
When asked by the BAB to
speak, Aj said, “I have
always had a large place in
my heart for projects that
benefit and support chil
dren ..”
Tickets and information
on the banquet can be
obtained by calling BAB
president, Odie Jones at
837-4816.

PLEASE

support OUR
PAPER BY SUP
PORTING OUR
ADVERTISERS

™

ENCOURAGE SISTERS TO SHARE CONCERN
ABOUT MAMMOGRAMS AND MONTHLY
SELF BREAST-EXAMS
MAKE A DIFFERENCE IN SISTERS’ LIVES BY
ENCOURAGING THEM TO HAVE A
MAMMOGRAM TODAY.

will be

StAnthony^
HEALTH

CARE

For information, call Maria Scruggs Weston,
Community Partnership Coordinator at (727) 825-1056

Fibroids continued from

THERE IS
ONLY ONE
RACE IN
THIS
WORLD THE
HUMAN
RACE

Front.

......

performed on AfricanAmerican women comprise
the highest death statistics
in this nation among those
dying of heart disease
which is the number 1 killer
of all women in the U.S.
From uterine fibroids to
heart disease to death ...
this productive disease hits
African-American women

RESOURCE CENTER FOR WOMEN
1301 Seminole Boulevard, Suite 150 • Largo, Florida 33770-8113
Tel: (727) 586-1110 • Fax; (727) 585-4089
Turning Lives Around Since 1977

The Resource Center For Women Foundation
cordially invites all RCW graduates and friends to join in the

“Silver Anniversary Gala 99
Saturday, January 19, 2002 • 6:30 p.m.
Largo Cultural Center • 105 Central Park Drive

at a radio unequalled with
any other disease experi
enced by any other ethnici
ty of even the male gender
in this nation and has a very
serious consequences as it
relates to an increased risk
of cardiovascular disease

with associated mortality
statistics.
Come out and listen as
one woman tells her story
and other women share
theirs. Find out more about
available treatment options
and the latest methods for

FAMILY EYE CARE
DR. DEBORAH FLANAGAN
BOARD CERTIFIED
• OPTOMETRIC PHYSICIAN
. ■ Eye Examinations
■ Eye Diseases
■ Contact Lenses
■ Children's Vision
■ Vision Nutrition Therapy
"A Personal Touch from Caring Professionals"

We accept or match most
Insurance Vision Care plans.
2914 FIRST AVE. NORTH

Buffet Dinner • Music by the Chris Styles Jazz Trio
Recognizing Honorable Jeanne Malchon and Honorable Sandra Mortham

dealing with this ailment.
For more information con
tact Marsha Weaver at
(727) 593-2766 Or The
National Uterine Fibroids
Foundation, (NUFF) at
(805) 482-2698.

321-6600

AMERICAN EXPRESS - DISCOVER - VISA - MASTERCARD • GIFT CERTIFICATES

Celebrity Guest • Aj D. Jamison, General Manager, International Mall
“Women Artists Rising” • Premiere Showing • Silent Auction

Uterine Fibroids
& Current Treatment Options
Discussion by
Carla Dionne
Executive Director of
The National Uterine Fibroids Foundation
(www.NUFF.org) Thursday, January 17
from 11am to 1 pm
St. Petersburg Library • 3745 9th Ave. N.
&
from 6:30pm to 8:30pm
Largo Public Library • 351 East Bay Dr.
For more information call
Marsha Weaver, (727) 593-2766

Call

(727) 586-1110 for reservations. Cost $35

Teace “Productions & “Photography
"Where Every Occasion Is A Special Occasion"

Self-Help Legal Center
The Assistance Program
Let Us Help You With:

Divorce • Bankruptcy (Chapter 7 & 13)
Child Support • Credit Repair Services
Custody/Visitation

Allene Gammage-Ahmed
An Affiliate of

The Weekly Challenger
(727) 896 - 2922
•Photography & Journalism
• Advertising

• Special Events

• Church & Business Functions
If You Can't Afford An Attorney, We Can Help!
Tpa: 813-980-1560 — St. Pete: 727-258-0008

1

• Class & Family Reunions

'

,, • .<
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RELIGIOUS NEWS
Prophetic
Conference

Friendship MB.

Moore’s Chapel
Rev. James T. Blount
and
Moore’s
Chapel
Church family welcome
you to their services this
2nd Sunday in January the
13th of 2002 during both 8
a.m. and 11 a.m. serv ices.
Pastor Blount will preach
during services.
The Mass Choir will
sing, directed and accom
panied by Minister of
Music, Michael Melvin,
with Carlos Farley on the
drums. The Stewardess
Board and the Usher board
will serve. For transporta
tion to church, please con
tact the Transportation
Ministry, Brothers Tony
Macon, 328-0022, Willie F.
Bryant, 894-6067, Robert
Golden, or Mose Bell, 9068525.
Church school will

Gospel Explosion &
Grace
And
Mercy
Ministries
presents
Prophetic
Conference.
There is a Word from the
Lord!
The conference will be
held at the Ramada Inn
Mirage, 5005 34th Street
North, St. Petersburg, FL.
It will be held on
Wednesday, January 9th
through Friday, January
11, 2002, at 7 p.m.
This event is sponsored
by Chief Apostle Gregory
Ingram and Prophetess
Mar)' Gavins.
For more information
please call (727) 328-8657
or (727) 822-2027.
Everyone is invited to
attend.

Youth Choir rehearsal,
Tues., 5:30 p.m. ages (512).
Steward
Board
Meeting, 7 p.m. Monday
after the 1st Sunday.
Trustee Board Meeting,
Tues., after the 2nd Sunday,
7 p.m.
Stewardess
Board
Meeting, Sat., before the
1st Sunday.
W.M.S. 6 p.m., Wed.,
after the 1st Sunday.
Mass Choir rehearsal,
Tues., before the 1st and
2nd Sunday.
Lay
Organization
Meeting, Mon., after the
3rd Sunday..
Male Chorus rehearsal,
Thurs., before the 3rd and
4th Sunday.
Usher Board Meeting,
Sat., before the 1st Sunday.

begin at 9:30 a.m. with
Superintendent Anthony
Macon in charge, assisted
by
Assistant
Superintendent Rev. Ira
Whitson. For transportation
please
contact
the
Transportation Ministry.
Share Food Program,
please contact Sisters Mae
Jackson or Margaret Butler
at the church 321-3545. All
orders should be in by
January 10th.
Church Conference will
be held this Thursday
evening January 10th at 7
p.m.
Services/Meetings/Events
12 noon, Wed., Noon
day service.
7 p.m, Wed., Prayer
Serv ice/Bible Study Pastor
Blount teacher.

Pleasant Grove.
Pastor Joseph Gordon
and the Pleasant Grove
Church family invite you
to worship with them on
Sunday, January’ 13th.
Choir No. Two will render
song service and Usher
Board No. Two will serve
in the 7 a.m. early morning
worship service.
Sunday school begins
at
9:30
a.m.
with
Superintendent
Deacon
Philip Carter presiding.
Mid-morning
worship
begins at 10:50 a.m. Choir
No. Two and the Angelic
Choir will render song
service and Usher Board
No. Two will serve.
Also, we will worship
at the Mt. Pleasant
Missionary Baptist Church
in Tampa at 3 p.m. Pastor

Gordon is requesting Choir
No. Two and the Angelic
Choir to render song serv 
ice and Usher Board No.
Two to serve in the
Anniversary Celebration of
the Rev. C. T. Kirkland.
The Bible Drill Team
will rehearse on Friday,
January' 11th at 6:30 p.m.;
Deacon Jim Anderson,
Commander.
Youth Meeting will be
held on Saturday, January
12th at 4 p.m., Sister Sarah
Anderson, Supervisor.
Plans are now being
made for a successful
church
and
pastor’s
anniversary' which will be
held on March 10-15 and
17th. All district leaders
please submit names of
captains to the committee,

Sunday School.....................................9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship

........... ..................11:00 a.m.

Evening Worship

... 6 p.m.

Baptist Training Union 5 p.m.
Tuesday Night
General Bible Study
Thursday Night Prayer
Meeting & Teachers Meeting
We welcome you at all times.

Rev. Clyde Williams

parents to attend a manda
tory meeting on January
11, 2002 at 6 p.m. at
Bethel. At this meeting, we
plan to discuss the details
of this historical event. In
addition, we plan to dis
cuss the dress, transporta
tion, and behavior.
We hope that everyone
had a good break over the
holidays and we look for
ward to meeting with you
on January 11, 2002 at 6
p.m. at Bethel.

All Nations Church of God By Failh
3000 - 41h A/enue S. • St. Petersburg, FL
327-5926 - 327-2656
Sunday School................................................ 9:30a.m.
Morning Worship................................................. 11a.m.
Night Worship..................
7 p.m.
Tuesday Bible Class..............................................8p.m.
Wednesday Prayer Meeting ............................. 8p.m.
Friday Tarry Service..............
8 p.m.
Saturday Sabbath School.........................11 a.m.

1135 37th Street South, St. Pete, FL
Elder Clarence Welch, Pastor

Give Thanks to God for all He has
done for you, your family and friends
God Is Love!

Sunday School 10 a.m.
Morning Service 11:30 a.m.
YPWW 5:30 p.m. Sunday
Church Service 6:30 p.m. Sunday
Night Services 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday Services 7:30 p.m.
Prayer Meeting, Wednesday 7:30 p.m.
Bible Band, Thursday 7:30 p.m.

^'*fe

Galilee Missionary
Baptist Church
505 - 35th Streets. • St. Petersburg, FL * 327-3186
Morning Worship........ ..
.7:45 a.m.
Sunday School .....................................9:15 a.m.
Mid-Morning Worship.......................... 10:50 a.m.
Baptist Training Union . ...........................5:00 p.m.
Mid-Week Worship.......... Wednesday 7:00 p.m.
Bible Study/Prayer Service . .Thursday 7:30 p.m.

2335 122nd Avenue South
P.O. Box 15935 • St. Petersburg, FL 33733
Wisdom School 9:50 AM • Morning Worship 10:30 AM
Bible Study Fellowship 6:30 PM (Wed.)

Rev. Earnest Jones,
Pastor

Comejoin us at the Church where everyone is ‘Welcome!

Deacon Ministry............................................. ...................... . . . . . Deacon Edward Nesbitt
Finance Ministry.......................... .. ................................................................. James Robinson
Children & Youth Ministry............................................................................... Joyce Robinson
Clerk Ministry.................... .......................... .....................................................Wyvonnia McGee

New Faith
Free Methodist Church

"A Church With Passion for God and Compassion for People"

532 33rd Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL

We are proud to
announce that Bethel
Metropolitan
Christian
School, along with several
other schools across the
state, has been selected to
provide entertainment at
the Martin Luther King
Banquet on Friday, January
18, 2002 at 6 p.m. This
black-tie affair is being
held at the Crown Plaza
Hotel located in downtown
Tampa.
In preparation for this
event, we are requesting

Prayer Ttower Church Of Cod In Christ

Start the New Year Right -

The Reverend Don A. Gaskin, Pastor

7$

Thurs., Jan. 17: 7-8:45
p.m., Pray er/Praise Sen ice
and Bible Study, also,
Youth Enrichment Hour.
Please plan to attend, your
presence is important as
we continue to explore the
word and apply it to our
lives daily.
Sat., Jan. 19: 2 p.m., 55
Plus Ministry Meeting.
Tues., Jan. 22: 6:30
p.m., Youth Usher Ministry
Meeting.
Weds., Jan. 23: 2002
from 12 noon-2 p.m. Bread
of Live Ministry serving
lunch to ail needy in the
community.
Our theme for prayer
service for the month of
January is: Operation
Build-Up
through
Evangelism, Stewardship
And Discipleship.
Other Church informa
tion can be found in the
Church Bulletin that’s
passed out each Sunday
during services.

Rev. Johnnie Lee Williams, Pastor

Olnnxmunitu (tthurcl]

Be

Greater St. Paul
Missionary Baptist Church

there. If I make my bed in
sheol, you are there.” Psalm 139:7, 8 (NRSV)

Sister Mary Lamar, chair
person. Sister Cynthia
Tomlin and Brother Rob
Stewart, co-chairpersons.
“Black Heritage” Path
to Freedom bus tours the
Freedom Trail March 23rd29th. Also, Pleasant Grove
cruises to Alaska June 1119th. Please see or contact
Sister Kay Curry at (727)
864-2937 after 7 p.m. for
details.
Thought for the week:
“Where can I go from your
spirit? Or where can I flee
from your presence? If I
ascend to heaven, you are

Pastor John A. Evans,
Sr., the official Church
staff and the entire
Friendship
Missionary
Baptist Church family
inv ite you to worship with
us on this Sunday and to all
activities and events during
the week.
Service begins at 7:45
a.m. with the Deacons
Ministry
leading
the
Devotion.
The
Male
Chorus will render songs
of Praise. The ushers will
greet you and Pastor Evans
will preach the unadulter
ated Word of God.
Church school begins at
9:30 a.m. with the assistant
superintendent presiding.
A second serv ice is held
at 10:45 a.m. opening with
the Praise Team.
The end of the age: And
this gospel of the kingdom
shall be preached in all the
world for a witness unto all
nations; and then shall the
end come. - Matthew 24:14
Weekly Schedule:

Bethel Metropolitan
Christian School
Schedules Mandatory
Meeting____ _______

10th Street Church Of God

2427 Irving Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL
Phone: 824-2814, Pastor • 323-1290, Church

207 - 10th Street North, St. Petersburg, FL

‘TJ-l'ESWE: Coohjng ‘Upward, Searching Inward, Striving Onward

Sunday Morning Services

Sunday School........... ..............................................9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship................... . ..........................11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Night Prayer Meeting/
Bible Study .......................................
.7:15 p.m.
Evening Worship (1st & 3rd Sunday)........... 6:00 p.m.

Sunday School ........................................ 9:30 am
Morning Worship ....................................11:00 am
Youth Bible Study.................................... Wed. 6:30 pm
Adult Bible Study & Prayer Service . .Wed. 7:00 pm

International Headquarters, Anderson, Indiana

Rev. Curtiss L. Long, Pastor

ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL

Emmanuel Christian
Fellowship Inc.

FIRST BAPTIST INSTITuTIONAL CHURCH
3144 Third Avenue
St. Petersburg,

1948 49th St. S. • St. Pete, FL 33707

Schedule of Services
Church School....................................... 9:30a.m.
Morning Worship
. .. .................. .11 a.m.
Baptist Training Union................................5p.m.
Evening Worship
....................6:30 p.m.
Prayer Meeting
Thursday......................................... . .7 p.m.

South
FL

Phone: 323-7518

Church: 327-8072
Pastor: Elder Franklin Evans
Sunday School
9:30a.m.
Morning Worship
11:15a.m.
Bible Study (Monday)
7:00 p.m.
Prayer & New Comers Class
(Wednesday)
6:30p.m.
Prayer (Tues. & Thurs.)
11 a.m.-12 p.m.

Rev. Wayne

Thompson, Pastor

Sunday School,

- 9:30

Morning Worship

a.m.

- 11:00

a.m.

Come Worship With
the First Baptist Family

“All Are Welcome” • “Bring A Friend”

You are hereby invited to fellowship with

G.

“One. weekjfom church makes one weak. ”
tBethel

WINGS OF FAITH CHRISTIAN CENTER

African MeThodisT Episcopal Church^

309 - 15th Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33704
Telephone (727) 893-1741

"We're Busy os Bees But Sweet As Honey"
912 Third Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
Phone: 727-822-2089

Bishop RonaId Moten, Pastor
**
For more infor
mation, contact
Pastor Jerome
& Pastor Kisha
Jordan at
727-865-7763 or
888-353-9555,
ext. 2445

..let the one that is thirsty come.”
(Revelation 22:17)

Sunday Worship Service
10:30 AM.
Sunday School 9:30 A.M.

Alfreda Moten, Co-Pastor

8

our scheduled times:
Sunday School
9:30 A.M.
M o ruing 'Worship & Children's Church 10:45 A.M.

Bible Study, Tues, 7-8 P.M.

Frank Pierce Community Center
2000 - 7th St. S., Rm. 1

s

Bishop Ronald Moten an J the Wings of Faith Church Family would
I
lihe to extend to you. a personal invitation to worship with us during

Prayer/Fasting
Intercessory Prayer & Bihle Class

Rev. Brian K. Brown

Tuesday
Wednesday, 7:30 P.M .

8
Rev. Roosevelt Hardy
Pastor

Church School..................... . 9:oo A.M.
New Member Class...............9:00 A.M.
Morning Worship....................i0;30 A.M.
Prayer / Bible Study . Tuesday 7:00 P.M.
Youth Bible Study . . Thursday 6:00 PM.

PLEASE SUPPORT OUR PAPER BY SUPPORTING OUR ADVERTISERS
>
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RELIGIOUS NEWS continues

“Choice Program”

Gustave Victor
On Monday, January
14,2002 at 5 p.m., Pinellas

County “Choice Program”
staff will be at IMA
Headquarters, located at
2900 1st Avenue South.
This event is held to
meet with all ministers to
answer any questions, to
supply information to con
gregations and to have
input to the “Choice
Program” .
Please attend.
For further information
please call (727) 8941734.

Dear Father, You
Have Given So
Much; Give One
Thing More - A
Grateful Heart.
Amen
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Muslim and Jewish Students Gather For
Opening Of Inter-Religious Dining Facility
African-American
News wire/HA NOVER,
N.H. - While violence in
the Middle East continues
to make headlines, a quiet
symbol of Muslim and
Jewish cooperation will
celebrated its grand open
ing at Dartmouth College
on January 8.
The Pavilion, a campus
dining hall jointly con
ceived and realized by the
college’s
Jewish
and
Muslim students, officially
opened its doors that day,
offering a place for inter
religious community, as
well as meals that accom
modate the dietary restric
tions of the two religions. A
strict vegetarian menu,
known as “sakahara,” has
also been added to the din
ing hall’s offerings at the
request of the college’s
Hindu students.
The grand opening and
dedication
ceremonies,

from 11:30 a.m. - 1 p.m.
January 8, included tours of
the new facility and oppor
tunities to sample foods
from The Pavilion menu.
Dartmouth
College
President James Wright
offered remarks during the
event. The event was free
and open to the public.
“Jews, Muslims or
those who follow sakahara
can eat with confidence
that a sincere effort has
been made to make the
meal acceptable to their
religious tradition. And, we
can eat together,” said
Amin
Plaisted,
a
Dartmouth computer pro
grammer and the Muslim
student advisor. “Three
communities found clear
points of common interest
and support. I believe this
will stand as a powerful
model of how it can be
done.”
The dining hall origi

nated last year with repre
sentatives of the Muslim
and Jewish student groups.
They joined together on a
committee with faculty and
staff to research the possi
bility of creating a dining
hall dedicated to providing
meals that meet the reli
gious dietary laws of Islam
and
Judaism,
known
respectively as halal and
kosher. In recent months,
some of the college’s
Hindu
students
who
observe the strict vegetari
an diet known in Sanskrit
as “sakahara” also became
involved, and the commit
tee decided to include saka
hara menu offerings as
well.
All students, not just
those who are religiously
observant, will be able to
eat in the dining hall. In
addition, like Dartmouth’s
other dining halls, the
Pavilion will be open to the

general public. Lester
expects the new dining hall
will serve approximately
150 meals per day .
“The Pavilion symboli
cally embraces principles
of community
which
Dartmouth considers a cor
nerstone of its institution.
Everyone joined together
out of a deep respect for
each other’s tradition,” said
Rabbi Ed Boraz, the Jewish
student advisor. “My hope
and my prayer is that this
process will lead to a deep
er level of understanding,
mutual respect and friend
ship between peoples of
different traditions, faiths
and cultures.”
College
officials
believe the Pavilion is the
first dining hall to offer on
site preparation of food that
rigorously observes all
three disciplines in one
location. While many col
leges offer kosher dining, it

is more unusual for Muslim
students to have halal foods
on campus. The two tradi
tions share some require
ments - pork is forbidden in
both practices, for example
- but the two diets are not
the sam. In kosher meals,
dairy and meat may not be
combined, nor may the
utensils used for dairy be
used with meat, and vice
versa. Muslims are not
rquired to separate dairy
and meat, but are disal
lowed from using alcohol
in any form. Even com
monly used extracts such as
vanilla are not allowed. Byadding preparation, to
clean up. To accommodate
kosher restrictions on mix
ing dairy and meat, The
Pavilian features at least
two of everything
including two kitchens,
each with its own oven,
pans and utensils. When
sakahara dining w as added,

a third set of cooking and
serving vessels and utensils
was purchased. All items,
from dish racks to serving
spoons, are color-coded to
prevent them from being
mixed together. Trained
student superv isors, called
“mashgiach,” are present at
all meals to make sure
kosher rules are observed.
The Pavilian is certified
Glatt kosher (the most rig
orous standard possible)
under the Orthodox super
vision
of the
Vaad
Harabonim
of
New
England.
College officials say the
new facility is another step
in Dartmouth’s Student
Life Initiative, a multifac
eted effort begun in 1998 to
enhance the social and resi
dential experience for stu
dents.
Lx ytaclollx unto a
OXS.
who with xczh cdiLm.

Travelers’ Rest
Grace be to you and
peace from God the father,
and from our Lord Jesus
Christ
A new beginning, a new
awakening as Travelers’
Rest Missionary celebrates
8 a.m. Contemporary
Worship Service. Get
Ready, Get Ready, Get
Ready to hear the anointed
voices of the Praise Team
as they witness to us in
song of praises! Dynamic
preaching of God’s Word

will be led by Pastor
Brownie.
The membership wel
comes all to worship serv

ice. Life Development
Sunday School begins at
9:30 a.m. followed by
Morning Worship Service
at 11 a.m. Ministry of the
Word will be preached by
Pastor Browne, the Mass
Choir will sing during the
Ministry of Music, Usher
Board #2 will serve and the
Men’s Ministry will serve
as greeters.
We are proud of the
commitment of new con
verts: Henry and Marcus
Vaughn and Sheila K.
Monds who have con
fessed Christ as the center
of their lives and were bap

The Family That Prays
Together Stays Together

tized on last Sunday
evening.
Weekly Activities:
Thurs., Jan. 10: MidDay Bible Study, 11 a.m.
(an in-depth study of the
scriptures and nursing
home visitation) Mass
Choir rehearsal, 7 p.m.
Sat. Jan. 12: Sunday
School teachers’ meeting,
10 a.m. Usher Ministry #2
meeting.
Sun., Jan. 13: 8 a.m.,
Cdrttenipbfhfy^Selryice
Mon. Jan. 14: Districts
#2 and 5 meeting.
Tues., Jan. 15: Trustee
Ministry, 7 p.m.

GIVE THANKS FOR THE
COMING YEAR ‘

Wed., Jan. 16: Prayer
and Praise, 7 p.m. Youth
Bible Study, 7-8:30 p.m.
Adult Bible Study, 7:308:30 p.m.
If you need transporta
tion to Church, please con
tact the office at 822-4869
by noon on Saturday.
If you are seeking a
church home, we welcome
you to unite with our fel
lowship:
Remember what the
new year brings us depends
a ^reat deal on what we
bring to the new' year.

PRAYER HELPS

peaceful ZION M.B. CHURCH
2051 - 9th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Rev. F.G. Jackson, Pastor
(813) 822-2455
Church School............ 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship....11:00 a.m.
B.T.U............................. 5:00 p.m.
Evening Worship......... 6:00 p.m.
Tuesday Evening
Bible Class.............. 7:30 p.m.

Wednesday Youth
Rehearsal.................5:30 p.m.
Thursday Prayer & Church
School Study............7:30 p.m.
1st & 2nd Saturdays SR.
Choir Rehearsal....11:00 a.m.

The Church Where Christ Is The HEAD

God Works

St. John, Missionary (Baptist Church

IQ

1500 N. Pennsylvania Avenue
Clearwater, Florida 33516
Church Phone: 443-1945 Parsonage: 446-6056

Mysterious

Rev. Fleming Tarver, Pastor

Sunday Services

Sunday Service .......................................................... 8:00 a.m.
Sunday School.................................................................... 9:30a.m.
Morning Worship ...................................................... 11:00 a.m.
Baptist Training Union ................................................ 5:00 p.m.

Ways!

Weekly Services

Faith Memorial Missionary
Baptist Church
1800 - 18th Avenue S., St. Petersburg, FL
Reg. Bragg L. Turner, Pastor
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11 a.m.
Membership Training 5 p.m.
Bible Study & Prayer
Meeting Tuesday 7 p.m.

Bible Class Monday, 7:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting & Bible Study, Wednesday 7:00 p.m.
77ie church where everybody is somebody and Christ is ad.

Trinity Presbyteriah Church
2830 - 22nd Avenue South • St. Petersburg, Florida 33712
(727) 327-8560

Macedonia Freewill Baptist Church

9:00 AM...................... ................................................................ Prayer Time
9:30 AM.. .............................................................................. Sunday School
11:00 AM..................... ...................... .................................................. Worship
12:30 PM............................................................. .After Service Fellowship
Wednesday 6:30 PM Prayer Meeting and Bible Study
You are' invited to share spiritual nurturing, preaching of the Gospel
and a Christian community for everyone

'The Church That's Moving Forward Together"

930 - 18th Street South
St. Petersburg, Florida
Rev. John Copeland, Pastor
Morning Worshi....................................................................... 8:00a.m.
Sunday School........................................................................ 9:30a.m.
Mid-Morning Worship............................................
11:00a.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Class Wed.................................. 7:00p.m.

Dr. Frederick D.
Terry

Communion is observed quarterly
the first Sunday after every 5th Sunday.
For transportation to the church, call 327-8196 or 327-2391.

20th Street

The Church Where Everyone Is Welcome

2550 9th Avenue S. • St. Petersburg, FL

Church Of

Early Morning Worship.......................................
7:00 a.m.
Sunday School................................................................................ 9:30a.m.

Christ

Morning Worship....................................'.......................... 10:50 a.m.
Baptist Training Union............ ..........................................4:30 p.m.

820 20th Street South

Communion................................................ 7:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
Prayer Meeting & Bible Study
Wednesdays............................................................................7:30 p.m.

St. Pete, FL
Home: 896-8006
Bro. Robert Smith
Sunday Morning Bible Class....................9:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship ....... .10:30 a.m.
Ladies Bible Class Monday....................7:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening Worship ...................... 5:00 p.m.
Monday Evening Bible Class.................7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening Bible Class ... .7:00 p.m.

Rev. Joseph Gordon

Pastor
SUNDAY
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:45 a.m.
Evening Worship 7:30 p.m.
TUESDAY
Bible Study 7:30 p.m.
FRIDAY
Evangelical Service 7:30 p.m.
PRAYER TIMES
Tuesdays, Fridays & Sundays - half an hour before
service.
Mondays & Thursdays, 7:30 p.m.
Friday nights at midnight.
RADIO BROADCAST
Sundays 7:45 a.m.
If you would like to come to church and do not have a way, call
327-0997.

The Church Where Everyone Is Welcome

9:45am
11:00am
6:00pm- 7:00pm

Wednesday- Prayer Meeting & Bible Study,

7:00pm- Until
Thursday- Tutoring for K thru 5th,
6:30pm- 7:30pm
Friday- Great Book Review for Youth, 7:00pm
Saturday- Young Men's Bible Study, "Teen Word"

Episcopal Church

«Io (jod‘Berfhe(J(ory"

327-0997
Rev. P.D.H. Leonard

African Methodist Episcopal Church

Spiritual Counseling

“The Church Where Everybody Is Somebody”

1820 Walton Street S., St. Pete, FL 33712
(813)327-0593
Sunday School: 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship: 11:00 a.m.
Bible Study: Wednesday, 7:00 p.m.
Rev.. Calvin Hopkins

Saint Mark
Sunday- Church School,
Sunday- Worship Service,
Tuesday- Operation "BIG EAR",

STEWART-lsoM Memorial Chrishan MeThodisT

Christ Gospel Church
2512 22nd Ave.S.
St. Pete, FL 33712

"Soaring Higher in
Christ Jesus"

Greater Mt. Zion
African Methodist
Episcopal Church
919 - 20th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Early Morning Worship 7:30 a.m.
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
All Male Bible Study Weds. 6:30 p.m.
Rev. Clarence Williams,
Prayer Meeting Wednesday 7:30 p.m.
Pastor
Bible Study Monday 6:00 p.m.
Vintage Bible Study Wednesday 11:00 a.m. - 12 noon
Live Broadcast WRXB (Every Sunday 8:30 a.m.)
Tape Ministry • Bus Ministry
Need a tape of a service or transportation - Dial 894-1393
("The church with a heart in the heart of the city")

Each 2nd and 4th Saturday of the month
9:00am- 10:00am

Pastor Keturah
D. Pittman

2232 62nd Avenue South

St. Petersburg, Florida 33712
(727) 867-2400

Bethel Metropolitan
Baptist Church
3455 - 26th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, FL 33711
(727) 327-0554
"Church of The Open Door"

Rev. Joaquin
Marvin

Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship:
8:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
Wed. NBC/AWANA/Bible Study/
Praise & Prayer 7:00 p.m.
Thurs. Midday Bible Study
12:00 noon - 1:00 p.m.
Sat. Noon Day Prayer Hour
12:00 noon - 1:00 p.m.
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All Nations Church of
God by Faith-------------1 was glad when they
said; come let us go into
the house of the Lord. On
Sunday, January 6, 2002
the spirit of the Lord filled
the temple and the praises
were high in the midst of
God’s people at All Nations
Church of God by Faith on
the first Sunday of the new
year. The devotional serv
ice was wonderful and
God’s blessing came show
ering down like April
showers.
Testimony sen ice was
inspiring and encouraging.
An old time hymn was
song by Deacon Blair “I’ve
Learned how to Lean and
depend on Jesus” as his tes
timony of praise. Pastor
asked a question of the
congregation. Is there any
one who has not been
through something on last
year, have not cried all
night long in the mid night
hours and asked God to
work things out for them,
please stand up. There was
not one standing, no not
one. I’m reminded, “Is
there anything too hard for
God” and the reply would
be “There is nothing too
hard for God.”
Overseer Johnnie Lee

Williams gave words of
encouragement taken from
Sunday School lesson
Isaiah 60:1 “Good News
All Nations” arise shine;
for thy light is come, and
the glory of the Lord is
risen upon thee. The light
has risen in our spirit and
the good news is Jesus is
already here and alive in
our spirit. The light is here
and that light is JESUS.
On this week remember
that God is the light and he
lives in us, therefore be
kind to one another and
always willing to lend a
helping hand to those less
fortunate than yourself and
please come out and fel
lowship with us in our reg
ularly scheduled services
throughout the week.
I pray that this reporter
may have said something
that may have lift your
heart and brightened your
day, may God continue to
bless and keep you until
next time.

Pentecostal Temple COGIC
The church family of
Pentecostal
Temple
COGIC had a glorious
“Watch Night” senice of
praise and thanksgiving to
God for His wondrous
works upon them and in
their midst throughout the
past year. Eight members
who had experienced sick
ness, surgery and accidents
spoke on the subject
“When I think of the
Goodness of Jesus ...”
Their heartfelt testimonies
and scriptures of encour
agement truly blessed the
congregation.
God’s healings and
deliverances range from

that of a broken leg, gall
stone removal, physical
sickness and carpultunnel
surgery to that of thyroid
surgery, car accident as a
result of an epileptic
seizure and brain surgery
for removal of a tumor.
Pastor Anderson led us
into the midnight prayer
and praise time. One of the
members, who was unable
to' be present because of
work obligations, tele
phoned the church and
asked that the phone be left
open during the midnight
prayer and praise time so
that she could be included.
This was the very first time

Every Word o£
God is pure:
He is a shield
unto them that
put their trust
1
in Him.
1 Proverbs 50:5

The Lord is a mighty
fortress in times of trouble.

bers boldly challenge oth
ers to become part of God’s
remnant
at
New
Philadelphia.
To nurture and culti
vate a spirit of remnant
consciousness, mid-week
Bible Study will focus on
meaning of authentic
Christian fellowship. Four
aspects of genuine fellow
ship with Christ will be
studied from the New
Testament writings of I

GRACE FELLOWSHIP CENTER
4240 Central Avenue • St. Petersburg, FL 33711 • (813) 328-9412

GRACE
FELLOWSHIP
CENTRAL

Except God build the
house they labor in
vain that build it.
Ps. 127:1

F
E
L
L

John, chapters 1 and 2, for
two of four areas to be sur
veyed. Sessions commence
at 7:00 p.m. A repast is
served at conclusion of dis
cussion.
Women’s ministry will
be held on Saturday morn
ing at the Pastorium. All
women of church family
are invited for the initial
session of this vital min
istry. Members are also
reminded of the impor
tance of signing up for
Martin Luther King, Jr.
Salad Festival. The list will
be available at Saturday’s
meeting.

w

Phone

Sunday School
9:30 - 10:30
Morning Worship 10:30
Evening Worship 6:30
Wed. - Pray 7:00
Bible Study 7:30

H
I
P

NURSERYAND
CHILDREN’S
CHURCH
AVAILABLE

s

Pastor Leonard Wilson • Phone: 536-1890

are and always will be, brothers.
That is why it’s so sad to see these brothers wage war against
each other. No one group is more beloved by Me than the other.
When they kill in My name, claiming they do so because they are
“blessed” by me, they are committing a grievous sin.
Remember, there can be no such thing as a “holy” war. No war
is holy. It is simply an evil act perpetrated by evil men who have
serious misconceptions about Me. It is made even more horrible
when it is brother killing brother.

The Family
That Prays
Together Stays
Together

Learn of God's plan
for us this Sunday.
Bible Holiness Church of God in Christ
419 - 5th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33701
Phone: 898-3838
The members would like to invite
you and your family to worship with
us. Our services are:
Tuesday Morning Prayer 9:00am
Weds.-Family Worship
7:00pm
Sunday School
10:00am
Sunday Morning Worship 11:15am
Sunday Evening Worship 7:00pm
Pastor: Elder B.O. Walker

Ecclesiastes 12:14

Mt. Zion Primitive
Baptist Church
3700 22nd Avenue S. • 321 -0020
Elder Clarence L. Warren, Pastor

Sunday School....................9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ..../.. 11:00 a.m.
The church where everyone is welcome e^the Spirit of Christ lives.

NEW HOPE MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
2120 -19th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 896-5228
Sunday Services:
Church School................ ; . . : ..... -. 9am
Praise,& Worship Services.. . . ................ . . . . . 10:30am
Tddsciay Services:
Prayer Service ....................... ...............................6:30pm
Bible Study. ............................. '.................................. 7pm

Dr. Alvin
Moore,
Pastor

Join us as uie lift up the. name, ofJesus

321-3545

3rd century

3037 Fairfield Avenue

St. Petersburg, FL

Early Morning Worship....... .................8:00 a.m.
Sunday School..................................... 9:30 a.m.

Pentecostal Teiqple Cijurclj of God ip Christ
2230 - 22nd Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 894-6764 • (727) 550-0388
Elder William E. Anderson, Pastor

Morning Worship...................... ...........11:00 a.m.

Sunday School
Morning Worship
Community Bible Study
Prayer & Bible Study
Intercessory Prayer

St. Joseph Church
2101 - 22nd Ave. S., St. Petersburg

(813) 328-9412

would always be loved and taken care of by Me.
Ishmael went his separate way and ultimately begot
Muhammad, prophet of Islam. Isaac’s progeny became the
Israelites from whom ultimately came Jesus. Yet bear in mind, they

For God shall
bring every work
into judgment, with
every secret thing,
whether it be good,
or whether it be
evil.

Rev. Marcus H. Burke, Jr. - Pastor

o

SERVICE

The sons of Abraham, Ishmael and Isaac, were from two differ
ent women. Ishmael was bom of Hagar, handmaiden to Sarah,
Abraham’s wife. Isaac was Sarah’s son, bom to her miraculously in
her old age. Both were equal in My eyes. I promised both that they

Prophecy
[Old Testament]

Moore's Chapel
AME Churcn

CENTER

GRACE

Phone Home 3
It’s Me - God

Pentecostal Temple family.
Presently, they are working
to renew and enhance the
physical sanctuary with
new pews and church fur
niture. They have also
planned additional prayer
sessions, Bible studies and
workshops to spiritually
strengthen and encourage
the saints along with bring
ing salvation and hope to
those who attend the serv
ices there.

WORD of GOD

God grant me the
serenity to accept the
things 1 cannot change,
the courage to change
the things I can,
and, the wisdom to
knowthe difference.

“Remnant Focus at New
Philadelphia^—_______
New
Philadelphia’s
focus as church com
mences twelfth year of its
existence is understanding
and being a “REMNANT”.
God throughout Bible
speaks of importance of a
remnant. Members of
church family are con
sciously aware of things
God does through a faithful
remnant. This remnant
mentality is coming to spir
itual fruition as some mem

she would have to miss a
“Watch Night” service.
And God honored our
prayers and praise and
brought us over into the
new year!
First Lady Anderson
gave the first testimony of
the new year as she
rejoiced in the faithfulness
of God in the midst of
every situation. She chal
lenged the saints to draw
near to God each day
through pray er and medita
tion so that they might
experience the fullness of
His favor.
2002 promises to be a
very exciting year for the

Sunday Masses Are At:
9 a.m. and 11 a.m.
Gospel Choir 9 a.m.
Traditional Choir 11 a.m.

Tuesday
Wednesday
Saturday

10:00
11:30
7:30
7:30
5:45

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
a.m.

“A church uibrkfng togetherfor the upbuilding of Qod’s kingdom1
With Allah's Name, The Merciful Benefactor, The Merciful Redeemer

Masjid Al-Muminin

Father Callist Nyambo, Pastor

Islamic Services

ELIM

Seventh-Day
Adventist Church

801 - 6th Avenue S„ St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 894-5246 / 823-1619
SATURDAYS
Sabbath School: 9 am
Morning Worship: 11 am
Youth Hour: 1 Hour Before
Sunset
WEDNESDAY
Prayer Meeting: 7:30 PM
ELIM Junior Academy & Day Care Center

Jumuah Prayer - Friday 1:30 p.m.
Qur'anic Study - Sunday 11:00 a.m.
Taleem - 12:00 p.m.

Travelers Rest
Missionary BaptisT Church
2183 - 22nd Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Church Phone: 822-4869
Residence: 824-6021
Mid-Morning Worship Service . .10:45 a.m.
Sunday School............................9:30 a.m.
Prayer/Praise Service (Weds.)... .7:00 p.m.
Rev. Donald
F. Browne

Imam Wilmore Sadiki
3762 - 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33711
(727) 327 - 8483

BREAKTHROUGH CHRISTIAN CENTER
1940 - 49th Street South

"WE ARE THE CHURCH WHERE CHRIST IS THE CENTER OF ATTRACTION"

'

’

<

-

I

St. Petersburg, FL-

■

(727) 321-4986/888-447-PRAY (7729) * Fax (727) 321-3937 A
Website: www.breaktbroughcc.com » E-mail: pastor@brealrthroughcccQm

Friendship
Missionary Baptist
3300 - 31st Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 906-8300
Pastor John A. Evans
Sunday 7:45 AM and
11 AM Worship
Sunday School 9:30 AM
Wednesday
Noonday Bible Study and
Bread of Life
rhursday
Prayer and Bible Study 7 PM
also Youth Enrichment Hour

“PROPHETIC FIRE IS FALLING^ '

czzd/ff- ffZfion.

FZClSLLj

955 - 20th Street $Outh
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
PhOne: 894-4311
www.mzprogressive.org

Sunday School: 9:00 a.m.
Worship Service: 8:00 a.m. • 10:00 a.m.
Wednesday, Prayer Meeting: 7:00-8:00 p.m.
Wednesday, Bible Study: 8:uu-y:uu p.m.
(Adult and Youth)

Pastor Louis M.
Murphy, Sr.

f

,;

TAPE MINISTRY/DYNAMIC PRAISE & WORSHIP- "
PRAYER. 30 MINUTES
•: •• • •
BEFORE-EVERY SERVICE ' .
'
Sunday Service 8:30 AM
“Power Breakthrough Service" 11 ;00 AM
“A Night of Prophecy" @ 7:30 PM Sunday •.
TUESDAY “WORD EXPLOSION" - 7:30 PM .
FRIDAY "JUBILEE SERVICE" 7:30 PM
"YOUTH IN ACTION" - Saturday, 6 PM
NURSERY/TODDLER MINISTRY (5 & under)
SUNDAY SERVICES ONLY
RADIO MINISTRY-WRXB-1590 AM
“f
Monday through Friday 6:00-6:15 AM : U '
Sundays 9:30-10:00 AM
WTAN-1340 AM Sundays 4-30-5 PM • :-'• -• PASTOR/PROPHET’
■- CLENN MILLER ''
COME AS YOU ARE - NO DRESS CODE
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NORTH CENTRAL NEWS
Society
In
Ocala

Ocala
News

by
Florence
Williams Ray

by James Thorpe

KING’S
COMMEMORATION
DAY SCHEDULED
A prayer breakfast is
scheduled to be held at
Howard Middle School,
1108 N.W. Martin Luther
King, Jr. Avenue, on
January 19, 2002, followed
by an Ecumenical Service
at
FirstPresbyterian
Church, 511 S.E Third
Street, on January 20th,
and the main event on
January 21st.
Participants are needed
for the event. Those inter
ested should call Tina
Greene-Brito at 873-6377
for more information.
***

Clarence and Ernestine Coleman
HAPPY
ANNIVERSARY
Happy Anniversary to
Clarence and Ernestine
Coleman. They have been
narried for 52 years. They
ire members of Greater
Topewell
Missionary
3aptist Church,
Rev.
George W. Lee, Pastor. ;
***
We have now entered
nto the year of 2002 and
Tod is still working mira
cles. We hope that each of
/ou have had a wonderful
loliday and hope the new
/ear will be a blessing for
;ach of us.
***
MEMBERS BORN
IN THE MONTH
OF JANUARY
AT GREATER
HOPEWELL
4th: Orenzo Fitzpatrick,

On January 21, 2002 an all day celebration will
be held.
• Prayer Breakfast:
Saturday, Jan. 19th, 2002 at
Howard Middle School 8:30 a.m., Contact Loretta
Jenkins at 351-0824.
• Ecumenical Service Sunday, January 20, 2002
at
First
Presbyterian
Church, 511 S.E. 3rd
Street, 7 p.m. Contact
Frank Washington, 6294105; Shirley Wright, 7320097; Mary Lou Gilman,
622-3408.
•
Commemorative
Celebration - Monday,
January 21, 2002, Martin
Luther King, Jr. Complex.
Parade starts downtown
Ocala to S.R.-40 West and
Martin Luther King, Jr.,
Blvd. Contact Wayne
Little, 622-5471, Benjamin
Mathis, 629-4387

fr.
5th: Derrian Bernard
6th: Hester Thrower
, 7th: Juan Council
11th: Fredrick Suggs
12th: Elfreda Thomas,
Trace Washington.
13th: Victoria Laurence
15th: Debra Franklin,
fulia Brown.
17th: Charles Carter
19th: Berna Jenkins
20th: Deloris Irving
22nd: Maggie Busby,
Catrina Smith, Lula Parker,
Charlene Youmans.
23rd: Tessie Harvey,
Zladisha Andrew.
27th: Russell McCray
28th: Daunte Culjepper, Kyowna Birminglam
29th: Michelle Richard;on
31st: Latanya Ma
thews, Glynis Woods
**
Many, many thanks to
jur Kitchen Committee for
hey invited the church to a
lice Christmas dinner on
he 4th Sunday after church
service. That was their gift
:o us for Christmas - A deli
rious dinner. We love you!
***
DR. MARTIN LUTHER
KING, JR.
COMMEMORATIVE
CELEBRATIONS

Tl?e fan? ily
That Trays
Together
Stays
Together

YMCA KICKS OFF
YOUTH BASKETBALL
SEASON
The Marion County
YMCA is now registering
children for its youth bas
ketball season, which start
ed on January 7, 2002.
Children between the
ages of 5 and 15, as well as
parents willing to coach,
may sign up at the YMCA,
3200 S.E. 17th Street.
For more information,
call Wayne McKown at
368-9622.^
***
A SPECIAL EVENING
OF GOSPEL MUSIC
A special evening of
Gospel Music will be held
Thursday, January 10,2002
at 7:30 p.m., at the Forest
High School auditorium,
1614 S.E. Fort King Street,
Ocala. Featured performers
are the Florida Boys, the
Weatherfords and Tim and
Mary Alice Lovelace.
No tickets are required
for this event A $5 dona
tion per person will be
requested at the door, and a
freewill offering will be
received during the con
cert.
For more information,
call (941) 756-6942.
COMING EVENTS
AT NEW ZION MBC
Family and Friends Day
will be held at New Zion
Missionary Baptist Church
on Sunday, January 13,

2002. The guest church
will be Greater Hopewell
Missionary Baptist Church
with Rev. George W. Lee
and congregation in charge
of 4 p.m. service.
Prayer Breakfast with
Mission Circle #1 will be
held on January 19th; on
January 21st “A Youth
Tribute to Dr. King” will be
held. Pastor’s Installation
Service
(Rev.
Cecil
Wilson) will be held at 4
p.m., January 27th. The
guest church will be
Gethsemane Missionary
Baptist Church of Eustis,
FL.
***
BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS
Happy birthday greet
ings go out to Elfreder
thomas, January 12th;
Treasure Leach, January
13th; Andra Boyd and
William
Vernon
Jr.,
January 16th; Loretha
Rogers Walker, January
17th.
STOP THE VIOLENCE
RALLY HELD
On Saturday Morning,
December
29,
2001,
Concerned Citizens of
Marion County gathered at
Hardees (NW 10th & Pine
Avenue) to begin a Stop
The Violence Awareness
Rally. They gathered with
the Thomas family whose
son, Jason D. Thomas was
killed by a stray bullet on
November 25, 2001 at the
Circle K on North Pine
Avenue. Jason had stopped
to get gas when he became
a victim of violence across
the street.
The march headed
Northwest on 8th Street to
Northwest 6th Terrace to
Northwest 4th Street to
Northwest 12th Avenue
and ending at Martin
Luther King, Jr. Sports
Complex.
Rosal yn
Thomas, the mother of
Jason, stood tall with a
look of determination on
her face as if echoing the
theme “Our Purpose Awareness, Commitment,
Responsibility,
Rocker at (352) 748-3903.

Rosetta
Cohen
Forshee
CHURCH
ANNIVERSARY
New Hope A.M.E.
Church located at 14729
SE 73rd Avenue in
Summerfield, will cele
brate their 123rd Church
Anniversary with a week
long calendar of events.
Starting on January 13 at
11 a.m. the celebration will
continue through January
20.
There will be a different
church rendering service
each night, with neighbor-

ing church, Mt. Olive
Baptist Church culminating
the week long celebration.
Rev. Willie F. L°ng and his
Mt. Olive Baptist congre
gation will render the 3
p.m. service on the 20th.
Rev. Verdie McKinney,
Pastor of New Hope,
invites the public to come
and partake in this festive
occasion.
If additional informa
tion is needed, please con
tact Program Chairpersons,
Mr. and Mrs. Reginald

i

AARP FREE TAX-AIDE
WITH TAX RETURNS
The 2001-2002 tax sea
son gets under way on
February 1 with the open
ing of the South Marion
AARP Tax-Aide sites. Free
counseling and preparation
services are offered to mid
dle and low income taxpay
ers. AARP membership is
not required.
AARP is the nation’s
largest, free, volunteer-run
tax preparation service.
AARP provides this serv
ice under a cooperative
agreement with the U.S.
Internal Revenue Service
(IRS) as part of it’s Tax
Counseling for Elderly
Program.
Program
volunteer
counselors answer tax

Accountability,” while the
crowd stood with her in
denouncing the events that
claimed her son’s life.
Jason D. Thomas, a sen
ior at Forest High School,
would have celebrated his
19th birthday on December
20, 2001. Willie Perry
Thomas, the father of
Jason, said, “Starting in the
home is the best way to
curb the cycle of violence.”
“We need to band together
and become a force,” he
said. “The more men we
get in the army, we win the
war. So the more parents
we get together, we can
win the war.”
The rally included
young and old who wore
green and gold ribbons
with the words “Violence
Awareness” on them. The
marchers were escorted by
members of the Ocala
Police Department, Forest
High School Junior ROTC
and MAD DADS bike
patrol.
***
FREE TRAINING
FOR SENIORS
Seniors, 55 and older,
who meet federal low
income criteria and wish to
enter the work force may
be able to receive free
training. For more informa
tion, contact Billie Stewart,
program assistant for
Senior Community Service
Employment Program at
625-2520.
•iWferK
GIRLS BOWLING
TEAMS
The Varsity and Junior
Varsity Girls Bowling
Teams from Dunnellon
High School are holding a
Bowl-A-Thon on January
12, 2002 at the Parkview
Lanes in Holder. The annu
al fund-raiser is being held
to raise funds to cover the
team’s expenses for their
intramural
games
in
Marion County and will
help pay for fees for prac
tice sessions and games,
team shirts, shoe rentals
and trophies.
The season is January
22 through March. The
Bowl-A-Thon begins at 6
p.m. on January 12th and
consists of 3 games of 8 pin
no-tap. Anyone wishing to
donate to the Girls Bowling
Team is encouraged to
bring along a check and
come watch the fun.

questions and help taxpay
ers file their personal
income
tax
returns.
Taxpayers using this serv
ice should bring with them
a copy of their last year’s
tax return, current year’s
forms, preparation booklet
and supporting documenta
tion and other appropriate
tax information for 2001.
For the location of a site
near you, call the local
AARP Chapter at 6249529.
REVIVAL
Do you have a need?
Then come to the “Raising
The Roof Revival” at the
Universal Liberty Prayer
House. Starting at 7:30
night, the Revival will run
from January 1st through
January 31st.
Speakers for the month

ft

“2002
Youth
Empowerment
Explosion”-----------------------------------DUNNELLON
“Knowledge is Power!”
“Reach For The Stars”
“Aim High” “Be All You
Can Be” Encouraging slo
gans for today’s youth; but
without application they
remain repeated slogans
generation after generation.
On Sunday, January 13,
2002, 4 p.m. at Union
Missionary Baptist Church,
the Concerned Citizens for
Chatmire, Inc., will spon
sor an event you do not
want to miss. All youth are
invited to attend. Coming
to Dunnellon is Mr.
Rahman Johnson, one of
the most sought youth
motivational speakers in
the country. Johnson’s
powerful dynamic speak
ing ability keeps you on the
edge of your seat. While
his credentials are very
impressive for a young
man in his league; he
speaks on the youth’s level

gaining and keeping their
attention with a thirst for
knowledge to succeed in
life and become better pro
ductive citizens. Rahman
Johnson is the youngest
African-American elected
official in Florida. He is the
Group 5 Representative for
the Duval County- Soil and
Water
Conservation
District. Johnson is a twen
ty-four year old Honor
Graduate of award Waters
College. He has worked as:
a Correspondent for Black
Entertainment Television
(BET) New's; a radio per
sonality for WJBT 92.7
“the Beat”, host of The
Video Zone, Director of the
Jacksonville Urban League
Head Start Proud Papa
Program (A male mentor
ship program). Johnson is
also an accomplished actor
with many stage and film
credits including HBO
Original Picture First Time

Felon and production of
Broadway’s Once On This
Island. Johnson was also
featured in one of EBONY
Magazines 30 leaders of
the future. He was most
recently
elected
as
Florida’s
Youngest
Delegate to the Democratic
Convention 2000.
Johnson, who con
tributes much of his suc
cess to the Urban League
Movement, continues to
spread a message of selfactualization and cultural
understanding,
through
speaking to groups across
the country. The event is
free and open to the public.
Please feel free to con
tact Mrs. Rosetta Smith
(Public Relations) at 4895681, Cathy Redd (4653943), LaTanga Johnson
(489-1768) or Kerry Jones
(489-2677) for additional
information.

Marion County High School Play
Festival To Be Held on January
12 At Ocala Civic Theatre______
OCALA - Ocala Civic
Theatre will sponsor the
tenth
annual
Marion
County High School Play
Festival on
Saturday,
January 12, at the Theatre
which is located at 4337
East
Silver
Springs
Bquley$r<Ljii, the Appleton
Cultural Complex.
A showcase for Marion
County’s talented teens, the
festival follows the same
rules as the schools use for
District
Thespian
Competition.
Schools which will be
featured at this year’s event
include Forest High School

presenting Three Doors by
Chad Taylor, North Marion
High School presenting
Not An After School
Special by Jeffrey Smart,
Vanguard High School pre
senting Ducks At 35,000,
and West Port High School
presenting Every Seventeen
Minutes The Crowd Coes
Crazy! by Paul Zindel.
The curtain will go up
for the first one-act play at
4 p.m. and performances
will continue throughout
the evening at approxi
mately one-hour intervals.
The final performance will
be followed by the

announcement of acting
awards.
Tickets can be pur
chased at the door. Pizza,
snacks and sodas will be on
sale throughout the festi
val.
For additional informa
tion about the Marion
County High School Zrflay
Festival, call the Ocala
Civic Theatre box office at
(352) 236-2274.
Ocala Civic Theatre
encourages everyone to
support our local students ..
and enjoy exciting live the
atre at its finest!

Marion County’s Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr., Commemorative
Celebration Begins With Prayer
Breakfast -------------------------------------OCALA - A Prayer
Breakfast to be held on
Saturday, January
19,
2002, 8:30 a.m., at the
Howard Middle School
Cafetorium will begin the
2002 Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr., Commemorative
Celebration. The, Breakfast
will feature Marion County
Youths in speaking, drama,
will be as follows:
•
Jan.
1-4:
Pastor/Prophet
Samuel
Franklin, Ocala.
• Jan. 7-11: Prophetess
Mary Cox, Atlanta, GA.
• Jan. 14-18: Evangelist
Freddie Oates, Dunnellon.
• Jan. 21-25: Evangelist
Alfred Gaines, Orlando.
• Jan. 28-31: Minister
Eddie Irving, Royal, FL.
■The public is invited to
come and join in this
revival of the soul, heart
and spirit. Pastor Samuel
Franklin and his congrega
tion urges each and every
person not to miss this
Holy Ghost filled occasion.
The Universal Liberty
Prayer House is located at
2113 SW 2nd Street in
Ocala.

singing and dancing in trib
ute to the memory of Dr.
King.
For further information
the Breakfast, contact
Loretta Pompey Jenkins,
(352)351-0824.
Other activities of the
Celebration
include:
Sunday, January 20th;
Ecumenical Services at
First Presbyterian Church,
NE
3rd Street and
Monday, January 21st ,
8:30 a.m. — Memorial
March — line up on

B roadway (down town);
after
the
March
Celebrating in the Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr.
Recreational Complex —
entertainment, speeches,
food and a variety of ven
dors.
For further information
contact James Thorpe,
Celebration
Committee
Chairman - 629-2948.
The public is invited to
attend all of these activi
ties.

Marion County BranchNAACP Celebrates
Jubilee Day_____ _______
OCALA - The Marion
County Branch of the
National Association for
the
Advancement
of
Colored People will spon
sor
Jubilee
Day
Celebration on Sunday,
January 13, 2002, 6:45
p.m. at the New St. John
Missionary Baptist Church,
Rev. T. L. Brooks, Pastor.
This Celebration com
memorates the signing of
the
Declaration
of
Independence by President
Abraham Lincoln, 1863,
which abolished the slav-

ery of Black people.
Rev. Derrick L. Smith,
Pastor of Isom Memorial
Christian
Methodist
Episcopal Church, Ocala
will give the keynote
address.
The clergy and all in
attendance are asked to
wear ethnic attire. L. C.
Stevenson, President of the
Marion County BranchNAACP invites the public
to please attend.
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NATIONAL NEWS
St. Petersburg Area Hallmark
Stores To Debut New
Inspirational Gift Line From
Maya Angelou and Hallmark In
J a n u a r y__________ ;______ _______
KANSAS CITY, MO. Maya Angelou is world
renowned for sharing mes
sages of hope, love, faith,
and gratitude. Now, after
almost two years of collab
oration, Hallmark and
Angelou are bringing her
words of inspiration to a
new line of specialty gifts
and greeting cards debut
ing in January 2002, the
Maya Angelou Life Mosaic
Collection.
Angelou’s words of
inspiration and love are
woven into a variety of
home accents and gifts
with bold colors and tex
tured fabrics. The more
than 60 products in the col
lection will include framed
sentiments,
journals,
stoneware, treasure keep
ers, candleholders, sun
catchers, wind chimes, sta
tionery, and greeting cards.
A young woman looks
in her mailbox and finds a
card from an old friend.
“There's a sisterness about
us," she reads as memo ries fill her head. A student

carefully selects the perfect
gift for the teacher who
has made a difference wooden bookends reading:
“Do Read to Someone.
When Words are Infused
By the Human Voice, They
Come Alive. ”
Angelou’s writings say
what many cannot find the
words to express, giving
consumers gifts designed
to
offer
everyday
reminders to laugh, love,
and persevere.
“I talk about the human
condition, what it is like to
be a human being,”
Angelou said. “What
makes us weep. How we
can be overjoyed. How we
can be lifted up. The best
part of life is not just sur
viving, but thriving - with
passion and compassion,
and humor and style, and
generosity and kindness.”
“Through
Maya
Angelou’s creative energy
and talent, we will cele
brate women across the
globe and give them an
opportunity to share in her

The New Year Rings In New Trade
Opportunities With China-------------------------LOS ANGELES, CA The New Year rings' in
more cheer than normal as
it sets precedence. January
1st is the effective date of
the new permanent normal
trade status to China grant
ed by President Bush on
Thursday, Dec. 27th. Bush
called the trade proclama
tion the “final step in nor
malizing U.S. - China trade
relations” and said it would
open up the vast Chinese
markets to billions of dol
lars in American goods.
‘The time is ripe for
international trade. Now
that we can officially wel
come China into a global,
rules-based trading system,
it’s an opportune time for
U.S. exporters to maximize

penetration
into
the
Chinese marketplace,” said
Roosevelt Roby, CEO of
The
World
business
Exchange
Network
(WBE.net),
an
import/export trade organi
zation on the Internet.
‘This opens the door to
China’s once forbidden
markets. The move by con
gress to support the perma
nent normal trade relations
status with China, gives
U.S. entrepreneurs and
businesses a competitive
edge as we head into a new
year of commerce.”
America’s trade deficit,
returning to more normal
patterns
after
the
September 11 terrorist
attacks, soared to $29.4 bil-

poetic wisdom and newly
created writings,” said
Paul Barker, senior vice
president, creative product
development for Hallmark.
“We hope the new collec
tion will inspire people to
communicate,
connect,
and
celebrate,”
said
Barker.
Angelou is best known
for her poems, “And Still I
Rise” and “Phenomenal
Woman” and her autobio
graphical series, which
includes / Know Why The
Caged Bird Sings. Her
ability7 to present insightful
perspectives through her
writing crosses gender,
cultural, and racial bound
aries. Angelou’s career
spans more than three
decades and includes con
tributions in the areas of
dance, theater, music, jour
WASHINGTON, DC - Angeles. The Smithsonian
nalism, education, film, “Main
Event:
the is the first East Coast venue
activism, and most notably Ali/Foreman Extravaganza on a national tour that
- poetry.
Through the Lens of began in Los Angeles.
Howard L. Bingham”
In the fall of i974, a
chronicles the gripping' single sporting event cap
1974 boxing match and tured the interest and imag
Ali’s trip to Zaire in color ination of the world as few
and
black-and-white ever have. Former heavy
images. The exhibition, of weight
champion
123 photographs, opens on Muhammad Ali - then 32
January
19,
in
the and considered past his
Smithsonian’s Arts and prime, stripped of his
Industries Building, 900 heavyweight title in 1967
Jefferson
Drive,
SW, and jailed for refusing
Washington, DC, and con induction into military
tinues through March 31. service during the Vietnam
Admission is free. The War - fought the heavily
exhibition has been organ favored
22-year-old
ized and produced by the George Foreman in the first
UCLA Fowler Museum of world championship box
Cultural History in Los ing match held in Africa. In

Muhammad Ali Exhibition Opens At
Smithsonian On January 19—----------- —_

Votes continued from
Front. ............. -....—...I....

PepsiCo, a winner of the Association of National Advertisers Multicultural
Excellence Awards for excellence in Hispanic advertising, receives a $5,000 check
for the Thurgood Marshall Fund which will benefit multicultural students study
ing marketing and advertising. The PepsiCo family of businesses includes: FritoLay, Pepsi-Cola, Quaker, Tropicana and Gatorade.
L to R: Charlee Taylor-Hines, Director Ethnic and Urban Marketing, Pepsi-Cola
North America; Dawn Hudson, Senior Vice President, Strategy and Marketing,
Pepsi-Cola North America; Steven Reinemund, Chairman and Cheif Executive
Officer, pepsiCo; John J. Sarsen, Jr., President and Chief Executive Officer,
Association of National Advertisers Inc.

,.Become a part of The Weekly Challenger staff!
Looking for a way to supplement your income and earn some extra
$$$$? We have just the answer.
We need a few great, self-motivated, dependable individuals once
weekly (Thursday) to help in our Circulation Department in St.
Petersburg, Bradenton, Sarasota, Lakeland and Winter Haven
areas. Carriers needed-to help distribute The Weekly Challenger
for home and business,delivery as well as building your own route.
SUPER way to generate your cash flow and io help The Weekly
Challenger increase its readership throughout the community at
large.
'
Interested? Call us immediately at (727) 896-2922 Monday Wednesday, 9am-5pm, to find out more!!!

GO® ®L®SS
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exporting and international
trade,” adds Roby.
Subscribers are also
taught about export strate
gy, how to identify a
money-making deal, mar
ket analysis, regulation,
customs
benefits,
tax
incentives, cultural differ
ences, letters of credit,
methods of payment, pric
ing and how to benefit from
government resources that
will enhance business.
Since developing the pro
gram, thousands of individ
ual entrepreneurs and small
businesses have gone on to
earn thousands to millions
of dollars utilizing invalu
able trade leads and
resources provided by
WBE.net.

year in which the Asian
currency crisis sharply cut
into the ability of American
companies to sell overseas.
China and the United
States reached an agree
ment, as part of China’s
World Trade Organization
entry, that will lower
China’s tariffs on U. S.
goods and open up its serv
ice sector to American
companies.
“The
business
of
exporting is one of the
fastest growing careers in
today’s changing market,
and with the permanent
normal trade status with
China, exporting is only
going to grow. The U.S.
market has never been in a
better growth position for

lion in October, the biggest
one-month jump in more
than eight years. The
Commerce
Department
said Wednesday, Dec. 19,
that the trade gap was
54.8% higher than a
revised deficit of $19 bil
lion in September, which
had been the smallest
deficit in more than two
years. America’s deficit
with China surged to an alltime high for the imbalance
with any country while the
deficit with Japan rose to
the highest level in a year.
However, exports of goods
and services are down by
4.2 percent this year. That
puts the country on track
for the first annual decline
in exports since 1998, a

Democrats celebrate this
philosophy every year at
Jefferson-Jackson
Day
Dinners around the nation,
but especially in the South.
Slavery (without using the
term) was enshrined in the
Constitution in five differ
ent
places
at
the
Philadelphia Convention in
1787 and was protected by
the philosophy of states'
rights, local control, volun
teerism and privatization.
The nation had to pass a
Thirteenth Amendment in
order to overcome both the
Tenth Amendment and
slavery.
AfricanAmericans also needed a
Fifteenth Amendment to
legally overcome the Tenth
Amendment and discrimi-'
nation in voting. And
women overcame the
Tenth Amendment and
voter discrimination on the
basis of sex with the
Nineteenth Amendment.
Only an affirmative Voting
Rights Amendment for all
American!
s can overcome the limita
tions
of
the
Tenth
Amendment with respect
to our democracy's elec-

toral processes. The only
thing that can overcome
the limitations of the Tenth
Amendment with respect
to voting is to add a Voting
Rights Amendment to the
Constitution.
Even with the addition of
these subsequent amend
ments,
' the
Tenth
Amendment has hampered
their full implementatioh
and progress for AfricanAmericans and women. It
was also Jefferson's Tenth
Amendment views that
entangled states' rights and
slavery
with
the
Democratic Party; it's what
caused eleven Confederate
states,
led
by
the
Democratic Party, to leave
the Union; it underlay the
Democratic Party's sabo
tage of Reconstruction; it
left the freedmen unpro
tected from Democrats
after the 1877 TildenHayes Compromise; it sup
ported the Democrat-led
legal idea of "separate but
equal" in Plessy
v.
Ferguson; it established
and
sustained
the
Democrat-supported Jim
Crow segregationist South;
it led the Southern

“You never kick a man when he’s
down. Do Whatever you can,
great or small, to help him to his
feet again.”
~ Cleveland Johnson

the pre-dawn hours, before
60,000 fans in Kinshasa,
Zaire, and with millions of
television viewers watch
ing around the globe, Ali
reclaimed the title in a
fierce and dramatic match
that stunned the world,
While the prize fight
serves as the exhibitions
nucleus, Bingham’s pho
tography covers Ali’s entire
eight-week stay in Zaire,
now
known
as
the
Democratic Republic of
Congo. It recounts the
event in many dimensions,
including historic in-thering action; a star-studded,
one-of-a-kind music festi
val which became known
as the African Woodstock;

and buzzing paparazzi.
“Poignant, knowing and,
rich
with
insight,
Bingham’s works are
uniquely composed to
serve simultaneously as
documentary photography
and intimate portraiture,”
says Steven C. Newsome,
director
of
the
Smithsonian’s Anacostia
Museum and Center for
African-American History
and Culture which is pre- ,j
senting the exhibit. “We
feel honored to offer a
fresh, personal view of this
American icon during the
month that Ali turns 60 and
while the nation learns new
details of his life and his
impact on the world

through the feature film
starring Will Smith.”
Bingham’s collection
shows the many sides of
Muhammad Ali. Museum
visitors will see him pur
sued by young fans on his
early morning training
runs, and entertaining audi
ences at news conferences.
Bingham guesses that
he has shot at least one mil
lion photos of Ali over the
years. “I have the greatest
of all blessings because my
eye and my camera became
the world’s window to this
magnificent life,” Bingham
says of his professional
relationship with Ali.

The old conservative slav
ery and segregationist
states' rights, local control,
volunteerism and privati
zation Democrats are
today's new conservative
states' rights, local control,
volunteerism and privati
zation Republicans. And

because of the continuing
influence of conservative,
mainly
Southern,
Democrats,
today's
Democratic Party still tries
to fit the nation's reality
into Jefferson's limitedgovernment rhetoric.

Democratic Party to be the
chief resister of Brown v.
Board of Education after
1954; and this philosophy
undergirds today's predom
inantly
conservative
Republican Party and con
servative Democrats.

• DIANE HUGHES:

5am-10am Total Praise M-F. With the best
in inspirational music, news, weather and the Spoken Word.

• BONESHAKER:

10am-2pm with your adult favorites and
good conversation to guide you through your midday.

• UNCLE DAVE MICHAELS:

2pm-6pm music to bring you
home from your work drive has adult music, traffic and inter
views with St. Pete leaders.

• E-SMOOTH;

6pm-9pm the rookie is laid back with a positive
word for all. Sit back and enjoy the music as you wind down
from a long day.

• TONYCHARLES;

9pm-2am take you back home with your
current favorite blues and greatest oldies.

For Advertising Call
Donza Drummond, Sales Manager

727-821-9947
REQUEST LINE 864-1600

Serving ‘T’my a (Bag Since 1976

'

Office: 327-WRXB (9792) *
2060 - 1st Avenue North, St. Petersburg, FL 33713
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OBITUARIES
St. Pete
Final Rites
L.
J

Sabrina Robson, Chrystel
(Trevor) Brathwaite and
Katasha Robson; one
brother, Philip Mills; sis
ters, Martha Ruth Harris,
Luziera Johnson, devoted
friend,
Jannie
Mae
Dunlap
Robson,
21
grandchildren,
sixteen
great grands, nieces,
nephews other relatives
and
friends.
McRae
Funeral
Home,
St.
Petersburg.
Hi

W
LEVEL, ANNIE
MAE, 80, died Decem
ber 30, 2001. She leaves
to mourn nieces, Joyce
(Robert) Hitchman, Mary
Norris, Min. Doris
Lewis, Shirley Savage
(Tyrone) Brown, Lucille
(Grady) Langston ; a
brother, Jimmie Lee
(Sarah) Level; two sis
ters, Fleata McBride,
Beulah Savage; sister-inlaw, Minnie Level and a
host of other relatives,
nephews, and sorrowing
friends. McRae Funeral
Home, St. Petersburg.

SHAKIR,
DR.
ANNETTE T. GOINS,
58, died recently. She
leaves to mourn, devoted
parents, Anna Maude &
Arnett T. Goins; devoted
aunt, Vera Hamilton; sis
ter-in-law, Betty Dumas;
devoted nieces, nephews,
cousins sorrowing friends
including Sarah Foster
Blair and goddaughter,
Monique
Culpepper.
McRae Funeral Home,
St. Petersburg.

In Loving Memory
Of
Willie
Ree
Washington. We miss you
today and remember you
with much joy and love
on your birthday January 1st.
‘Ree’, you’ll always
be with us - We love you
so much, your husband
Donnell and family.

BRELAND, LESSEE,
86, died, December 5,
2001. She leaves to
mourn, two daughters,
Ruby Snipes (Robert,
Sr.), Lonnie B. Walker;
two
sons,
William
Breland
(Elizabeth),
Robert Mitchell; a dear
friend, Clifford Breland;
two sisters, Eliza Peet
and Leretha Snipes; Four
sisters-in-law,
Zora
Futon, Eliza Brooks,
Mary Bradley and Ruby
Bivins; 17 grandchildren,
36 great grandchildren,
10 great-great grandchil
dren and a host of other
relatives and friends.
Young’s Funeral Home,
Clearwater.

FERGUSON,
HENRY BERNARD, 79,
died December 18, 2001.
He leaves to mourn, his
wife
of 54
years,
Elizabeth Ferguson; a
daughter,
Sheila
Ferguson Melendez; a
grandson,
Luis
A.
Melendez; Two great
grandchildren; two broth
ers-in-law; and several
nieces, nephews, godchil
dren and friends. Young’s
Funeral
Home,
Clearwater.

These were the words that
brought calm to me when my
family member passed away.
She had already taken care
of her funeral and burial
expenses three years ago.

ROBSON,
RAN
DOLPH, SR., 66, died
December 14, 2001. He
leaves to cherish his
memories, son, Toney
Robson;
daughters,
Janice
Muhammad,

WALKER, RUTHIE
M., 67, died December
24, 2001. She leaves to
moum, her mother, Lillie
Mae James (Obadiah);
sister, LaVerne Young;
three children, Cynthia
(Collier) Koonce, Shawn
Morris and LaTasha
Gilbert (Elijah); three
grandchildren; and a host
of other relatives, nieces,
nephews, cousins, aunts,
uncles and other sorrow
ing friends. Young’s
Funeral
Home,
Clearwater.

Final Rites
L.

Clearwater
Final Rites

Talley; one brother, Tyree
Talley; three grandchil
dren; and a host of other
relatives, nieces, nephews
and sorrowing friends.

Ocala

"It’s all taken care of"

Young's
4 % Funeral
Home

GOSS, THOMAS,
59, died December 19,
2001. He leaves to moum
a loving companion,
Geraldine
(Bay
Bay)Ford; one daughter,
Dale Goss; three sons,
Thomas (Mookie) Taylor,
Anthony
Taylor,
Cameron Bush; four
brothers, John goss,
Walter and Hudie (Jr.)
Howard; four sisters,
Marie (Louis) Carson,
Alice and Gale Howard,
Katie Gooden; six grand
children; one uncle,
Walter (Gwen) Riddle
and a host of nieces,
nephews and sorrowing
friends
and
relatives.Young’s Funeral
Home, Clearwater.

TALLEY, HERMAN,
died recently. He leaves
to moum his passing, a
wife, Dorothy Talley;
four sons, Anton O’Terry
Talley (Scarlet), Gregory
Bernard Talley (Priscilla),
Jeffery Talley, Andre

COLEMA N ,
DEWIGHT
MCKIN
NON, 53, died December
30, 2001. He leaves to
moum, devoted wife of
29 years, Angelyn K.
McKinnon-Coleman; two
sons, DeJuan McKinnonColeman,
Timothy
(Mary) Dennis; two
granddaughters, Dallas
Alis
McKinnon-Cole
man; mother, Alberta
Lockley; father, Robert
(Mary) McKinnon, Sr.;
sisters, Rosalyn Rucker,
Bernice (Mil) Brown,

Carethat (Melvin) ScriTROUPE, LEONA
ven,
Irma
(Willard)
WESTBROOKS,
90,
Whaley, Debra (Leonard)
died recently. She leaves
Jonson, Brenda Cook and
to moum, a daughter, Dr.
Joyce (Henry) Ford;
Annie C. Scales; one
brothers, Tony (Alisa)
grandson, Leonard E.
Robinson,
Larry
Scales (Joyce); a host of
Williams,
George
nieces, nephews, relatives
Knights, Kemp (Leslie)
and friends. Cunning
Knights, Terry Knights,
ham’s Funeral Home.
Victory Knights, Willie
Frank Nixon, Sandy
WILLIAMS,
McKinnon,
Robert
SAMUEL DAVID, 72,
(Reniece)
McKinnon,
died December 25, 2001.
Freddie
(Carol)
He leaves to moum, his
McKinnon,
Jerome
wife, Rosa; daughter,
(Vivian) McKinnon and a
Wanda Edwards (James);
host of nieces, nephews,
son, Ernest Pete (Estelle);
uncles and aunts, sorrow
three sisters, brothers and
ing friends and other rela
a host of other relatives
tives.
and sorrowing friends. .
LEISURE, ANTHO
NY
Q„
40,
died
December 30, 2001. He
leaves to moum, his wife,
Penny; brothers, Peck,
Roy;
sisters,
Linda,
Jackie; father and grand
father
to
Anthony,
Talivia,
Dominique,
Kerata and Asina; a host
of sorrowing friends and
other associates.

THERE IS
ONLY ONE
RACE IN
THIS
WORLD THE
HUMAN
RACE

—- CUNNINGHAM’S -----Funeral Home, P.A.
"Your Friends Who Care"
SERVING THE MARION COUNTY COMMUNE
TIES SINCE 1953 AT AFFORDABLE PRICES

LINCOLN MEMORIAL GARDENS
WITH PERPETUAL CARE
CREMATION IS AVAILABLE

(Summers 'Tuncro! ^ome
"Personalized with the Utmost Dignity,
Confidence and Understanding"

Licensed Funeral

A.L. CUNNINGHAM
FELIX SNOW

Limousine Rental Service

351-0566................................. .Lillie T. Shelton, L.F.D.

Directors

732-5354
732-5355

732-5353

2238 NW 10th St......................... Alvis Summers, L.F.D.
Ocala, Florida 34475 .......................

.Notary Public

434 N.W. Martin Luther King Jr. Ave., Ocala, FL

We just placed one call to
McRae Funeral Home and
found out that not only was
the funeral paid for - it was
at prices that were in effect
at the time she made the
arrangements. What a
savings - What a peace of
mind.
So that your funeral is fully funded and won't be a financial bur
den on your family, contact McRae Funeral Home today and dis
cuss how you can guarantee the future price at today's cost.

Zion Hill Mortuary Inc.
___________

(7X73

____________

A Full Service Firm

1700 - 49th Street South • St. Petersburg, FL 33707

Robert C. Young

Dwayne E. Matt, Licensed Mortician

Funeral Director
Since 1975

McRae Funeral Home
1940 Martin Luther King Jr. Street South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33705

1005 Howard Street
Comer So. Greenwood Ave.
& Howard)
Clearwater, FL

(727) 895-6005

442-2388

(Prince Matt, Jr.

Edna L. Matt

’’Service is the Soul's Highest Calling”

don't Leave your family in distress!!

SMITH FUNERAL HOME

You CAN be insured TODAY.

Since 1987

Call: Pfince Matt, Jr., Licensed Pre-Need Specialist for:
Zion Hill Mortuary Inc.
1700 49th Street South
St. Petersburg, Florida
Bus. PH
Home
Pager
Dwayne E. Matt.

(727)328-0466
(727) 867-4246
(727)426-1106
Funeral Director & Mortician

"Taking Time To Serve Others"
There are over 50 decisions
to make at the death of a
loved one
Your first decision may be
the most important one

Prince Matt, Jr.

’repaid insurance is available for everyone, regardless of your health problems
even if the client is in a nursing home).
lvariety of options are open to you, such as:
» • Complete Traditional Service with Burial.
• Graveside Service.
• Full Traditional Service with Cremation.
• Direct Cremation with "Scattering of the Ashes at Sea" Ceremony.

r Peace of Mind for you and your family, make your appointment today.

Consider us first
for

QUALITY AND AFFORDABLE
SERVICE
•<
Phone 727-894-2266
Fax 727-821-8728
1534 18th Avenue South - StPetersburg, Florida 33705

!
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Jasmine Cabrerra, belts out a
Christmas song.

L to R: Towanda and Tomika of EYU’s Dream Travellers

One of the four shifts needed to feed the attendees of the Christmas Party.

CLASSIFIED ADS...get resuIts!
Adding phosphorus to the
oil in a garden promotes
|ood root growth, and helps
nake plants more resistant
o disease.

In the Middle Ages, the first
esquires were candidates for
knighthood. Now, in America,
Esq. is used chiefly as a cour
tesy title when addressing
letters to lawyers.

Social Work: Supervisor/Manager level case manager for proj
ect in South St. Petersburg. Individual will work with interested
residents of the Jordan Park Development in an economic selfsufficiency project. Work experience in at least two of the fol
lowing areas: case management; employment counseling; fami
ly social services; community outreach; community organizing.
Degree is a plus. Individual must be organized, capable of man
aging administrative load and people, and knowledgeable about
case management. Salary commensurate with experience. Fax
resume to 813-974-8509 or contact Ms. Johnson at 727-8939661.

CITY OF

ST. PETERSBURG

Private Investor has millions for disbursement, to
give as a tax donation to non-profit ministries and
churches. For more information, you are invited to
attend a financial seminar at MTI 3102 E. Lake
Avenue, Monday,. January 14, 2002 at 6:00pm. For
reservation, call 813/248-9385.
City of St. Petersburg

POLICE OFFICER
$30,077 - $45,448
NO CLOSING DATE
Police work involving the protection of life and property through
the enforcement of laws and ordinances. Work involves respon
sibility for the prevention, detection and investigation of crimi
nal activity, while assigned to a specific task or geographic area
on an assigned shift. Work is performed with considerable inde
pendence under general direction of an administrative supervi
sor, with responsibilities to include problem solving activities
while working in conjunction with community organizations.
Includes the use and care of firearms, communications equip
ment, gas masks and other necessary equipment. This work
involves the element of personal danger and requires the exer
cise of considerable independent judgement including applica
tion of policy and procedure and tact Also, includes the use of
computers to access information and generate reports. The
Police Officer may be assigned to a specialized unit requiring
specialized knowledge, training and work in units, such as vice
and narcotics, community policing, criminal investigations, etc.
Must be a high school graduate or possess a GED certificate. We
require sixty (60) college hours however, applicants with thirty
(30) college credit hours are eligible to apply. Must be at least
19, and meet all other criteria of the current “Selection Standards
for Police Officer Positions” as set' forth by the City of St.
Petersburg.
Selection Process: Personal History Questionnaire, polygraph,
vocational assessment/psychologicai evaluation, physical agility,
background investigation, medical exam and drug screen.
Applications will be received in the Employment Office, One
Fourth Street North, 4th Floor, Monday - Friday.
Preference in appointment will be extended to eligible veterans
and, in some instances, spouses of eligible veterans. To receive
veteran’s preference, documentation of status must be submitted
at time of application.

Employment Division
Office is Located at
One 4th,St. N., 4th Floor
Mon,, Wed., Fri. Only

Save
Water

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Non Profit Organizations
We will design your
website
FREE
727 540 9525
WWW.FULLBELLY.COM

All Articles
Submitted
Must Be
Typewritten Or
Neatly

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE OF THE COURTS
6TH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
PASCO
Program Assistant - Provides clerical support for
Diversions Programs. Req. HS and 3 yrs. exper.
maintaining administrative records. Salary $874.33
bwkly + bnfts. 2 positions located in New Port
Richey. Occasional intracircuit travel req.
Court Applications ONLY by January 18
Available at:
Court Administration, Rm. 219, West Pasco
Judicial Center, 7530 Little Rd., New Port Richey
Criminal Justice Center, 14250 49th St. N., 2nd fir.,
H-wing (HR Dept.), Clwr.
Clearwater Courthouse, 324 S. Ft. Harrison Ave.,
Clwr.
501 Building, 501 1st Ave. N., Rm. 729 (Alt.
Dispute), St. Pete
http://www.jud6.org/jobs
EOE AA Drug-Free Workplace. Any person with a
disability requiring a special accommodation to par
ticipate in the application process should call - 727453-7164.

CAR-JACKING
Is A Dangerous Problem
FOR INFORMATION ON

We

Car Jack Alarms
AUTO SECURITY
-NSOUND

Director of Behavioral Evaluation Program Seeking licensed psychologist to administer
Behavioral Evaluation Program. Provides clinical
assessments ofjuveniles, serves as an expert witness,
performs adult competency evals in jail as needed,
and supervises program staff. Requires PhD, license,
3 yrs. clinical, supervisory and administrative exper.
Must possess training and certification in competen
cy issues. Min. salary $2,609.33 bwkly + bnfts.
Position located in mid-County. Open until filled.
Court Applications ONLY (resumes may be
attached) Available at:
Criminal Justice Center, 14250 49th St. N., 2nd fir.,
H-wing (HR Dept.), Clwr.
Clearwater Courthouse, 324 S. Ft. Harrison Ave.,
Clwr.
501 Building, 501 1st Ave. N., Rm. 729 (Alt.
Dispute), St. Pete
Court Administration, Rm. 219, West Pasco
Judicial Center, 7530 Little Rd., New Port Richey
http://www.jud6.org/jobs
EOE AA Drug-Free Workplace. Any person with a
disability requiring a special accommodation to par
ticipate in the application process should call 727453-7164.

IcDkLnL' for

people irtai

CALL

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE OF THE COURT
6TH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT

®ije Weekly Ch^lleuyee

RN SUPERVISOR
Full-time su pervisory position available to experienced RN.
Tuesday-Saturday schedule (days)

(727) 323-5959

LPN's

1427 34th St. S.

Full-time & Part-time for team players
and quality caregivers.

2500 Dr. M.L. King Street, St. Petersburg, FL 33705

Subscription:

MaH

Excellent salary & benefits!!

Home Delivery

Please apply in person orfax resume to:

6 Months
$18
10

SOUTH HERITAGE HEALTH & REHAB
Caring for Pinellas County,
Florida since 1977,
eoe/DFW

718 22nd Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
Ph (727) 894-5125 • Fx (727) 894-6839

A Unique ProfessionII
Hands-on care of the
terminally ill.
Accepting Applications

RNs, LPNs

STARTER WITH A MINIMUM OF 2
YRS. SALES EXPERIENCE. COM

A HHA./CNAS

MISSIONED. MUST POSSESS
GOOD COMMUNICATION SKILLS

586-4432

Address
City

WRXB RADIO STATION IS
SEEKING AN ENERGETIC, SELF

(FL License Required)
(Both FL cert, needed)

Name

300 E. Bay Drive

AND BE PERSONABLE. COMMIS

Largo, FL 33770-3770

SION ONLY PLEASE FAX RESUME
TO (727) 321-3025

.

Phone
Is this a renewal?___ If so, who is your carrier?

Annual
$30
18

